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ABSTRACT

THE GOIGEPT' OF THE DOUBLE IH JOSEPH CONRAD

The thesis advanced. in this study is- that the image- of 
the. double: (also , known as the Doppelga.eiiger) is present and . - 
artistically significant in various major works of Joseph . 
Conrado. • . '

.In'Lord Jim the double is seen as the personification 
of innate characteristics: which each man must learn to recog
nize and control? if his conscious aspirations and values are 
not to be negated by themo. 1 "• ■

MHeart of Darkness**' is treated as an inquiry into the: 
depth of human nature and life* The double is here a person- : 
ification of primordial evil which has the power to destroy; 
man1s moral nature and sanity® ; •

; ■ In ^The Secret Sharer:1-" it is pointed out that the dou- 
ble need not necessarily be a figure entirely antagonistic to , 
man s conscious existence; if properly understood, the double 
may be helpful or even necessary to man"s success in his 
objective.pursuits0 : •

Victory is interpreted as a compendium of the single 
-themes: treated in Lord Jim, "heart of Darkness,"-- and '"The 
Secret Sharer'«l" Emphasis is- placed upon Conrad' s apparent 
conviction that man must co-operate with those aspects of his; 
double which are not contradictory to his conscious goals®

Werner Bruecher
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INTROEieTI©!

The object of tlais thesis is to demonstrate that the 
symbol of the double5 which is also known under such names as 
"shadow," "inner self," "alter ego," or Doppelgaenger,, is 
present and artistically significant in. various; major works 
of Joseph Conrad® .Selected from Conrad * s writings for close 
examination are Lord Jim, "Heart of Darkness," "The Secret 
Sharer# n and Victory0

. Even though the double occurs frequently as a symbol 
or theme in world literature, it is not generally well under
stood® The meaning of this figure of the unconscious will 
.therefore be discussed in Conrad only after it has been given 
a sound historical and psychological basis in the first 
chapterc

The concept of the double is of hybrid origin, but in 
the main it has followed a traceable continuum that has its 
roots in chance resemblances, family likenesses, shadows, 
reflections, and hallucinations® From, these various sources' 
it has found its way.into folk lore, primitive religion, 
esoteric teachings, and magic® In such forms it had been
_ _ _ _

A. certain amount of research for this thesis has 
been done.in German works dealing with the double. Several 
titles of these works as well as quoted terms and passages . 
contain the Umlaute a, ©, and uj for technical reasons, 
whenever these occur, ae, be, and ue_ have been substituted 
respectively®

1



carried and changed by several enltures, religions, and 
philosophies; it is now an important aspect of the contem
porary magic of personality with its often dissociated . 
substratum— the unconscious— in romantic and modern psy
chological thought e 1

In Conrad, the double is usually a personification of 
the personal unconscious^ which, in Jungian terms, can be 
defined as ?» e 0 that collective-human primordial disposi
tion in our nature that one ’rejects, from moral, aesthetic or 
whatever grounds and keeps in suppression because it stands 
in contradiction to our conscious principles»111 ̂ Only in 
nHeart of Darkness" does the double appear as entirely akin to 
the wild Freudian id and can be described as a "« . .Chaos, 
a cauldron of seething excitement."3 .This definition, in 
turn, corresponds approximately to the collective unconscious, 
as defined by Jung, which will be described later.

At almost any point in the works under consideration 
in this thesis, we find Conrad, their author, in perfect. ■ 
agreement with modern psychological thought in so far as his 
discovery and artistic use of the double shows that he con- - '

—  — "

Jolan Jacobi, The Psychology of Jung, trans. N. W. 
Bash (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1949), p.. 193..

^Sigmund Freud,. "The Anatomy of the Mental Person
ality," in New Introductory Lectures in Psychoanalysis, 
trans.. J0 H." Sprott (New York: W. ¥. Norton & Company, Inc „,
1933), pp.. 103-04. ; y.  ̂ '
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aiders man master of neither himself nor life in general t
until he first learns to recognize, ■understand^ and integrate
with his conscious ego •his:dduhle-“his inner nature which
normally stands in opposition to his self-concept and. his
conscious aspirations.

■ A  certain sequence of ideas will be noted in the plan 
of this thesis; that is, a steady/increase of insight into 
the nature of the double'emerges from the chronologically 
arranged works of Oohrad under consideration. . . .

,.:/ '■ . For purposes of uniformity, the spelling of the name 
"■Fyodor Dostoevsky," even though it differs in various 
reference works used in this thesis; has been maintained as 
it appears here. \



GMFEER.. I .

THE C0MG1PT OF THE DOHBLE

The double can be pereelved either as a figure from . . 
just below the field -of conseiousuess ̂ and- bear a complete or 
partial resemblahce to the person who experiences it, or it 
•can emerge ' as an image of the deep unknown realms of the mind 
and appear in the form of an unfamiliar, threatening shape„ 
Whether it is encountered as a surface figure or a symbolic 
image seems to depend largely on the - insight a given indi
vidual has into his own being. Generally, a superficial 
person perceives the double in his external likeness, while 
a more profound person recognizes it as the personification 
of his inner nature."*"

-Man's concern with his double is by no means a phe
nomenon of the present age,but dates as far back as human 
' ’history can. be- tfaced into antiquity and_ as there are known, 
theorizations on the nature of the soul.

The most elementary and, as far as is known, the 
earliest indications of man's awareness of his double occur 
in folk lore and consist of the concern of our primitive

— r —Emil Luka, "Terdoppelungen des Ich," Preussische 
Jahrbuecher, CXV (Berlinz Verlag von Georg Stiltke, Januar- 
Maerz 1904) , p . 7CL '. , : • •.
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ancestors with their shadows, which led to the first, obscure . 
speculations on the reality of non-material doubles that form-

; ' ' " 2 ■ ■  : ;: ■ ; - ' - • . '■' ; : ,, . :vital parts of men0 ' ■ - : ^
Even today, many savages consider their shadows parts 

of themselveSo Their•identification with these silhouettes 
often goes so far that they believe harm will come to them if ■ 
their shadows are trampled on, struck, or otherwise injured, 
and that they might even die should their shadows become . 
detached from themu '

It seems likely that such initial speculations on the 
dual nature of man gradually led to more profound .insights 
among the philosophical eontemplators and moral leaders' of 
the earliest civilizations„ Even among the oldest intelli
gible records which came to us from our ancient forefathers 
are found depictions of the double, which, however, are no 
longer naively externalized but presented as symbols of the 
problematical inner nature of man.
. ‘ One of the oldest allegorical accounts of the Strug™-’
;gleVbetween man and his double can be found in Gilgamesh, a 
.masterful BabyIonian epic poem dating as far back as 2000 B.C. 
In it, conscious man ,is represented, by Gilgamesh, a godlike, 
youthful tyrant, while his double is embodied'in Enkidu, a

Ibid., p. 67o
■5 ■ - 'Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study of

Magic and ..Religion (New Yorks The MacMillan Company, I960
p e  2 2 0 o . .... .1 : ..... V ’- ' f  ... ". '
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savages> hairy^ aBima 1-like counterpart „ The twô  represent
ing diametrically opposed facets of human nature, initially 
fight each other, but, finding one another an even match, ; 
soon give up the useless struggle and; join forces instead;
thereafter, they battle the world and heaven as inseparable
" • . ; 4 ' ■ " '• ' / ' • ' V ' ̂ ' , 'companions, : - ■' ; .

The Babylonians were not the only ancient people/who
were preoccupied with speculations, -on the manifestations of
the double as the animal aspect- of: the human being, ihole i
systems of mystery teachings were based on the symbolism of
' the Egyptian Sphynx, the Greek Centaur, and the Assyrian Man
Bull, all of which are composite creatures combining human .
and animal members to signify the twofold nature of man.

Somewhat closer to the beginning of the Christian
era, during the Fourth dentury B, 0,, the idea of the duality
inherent in the universe and in human nature'was presented in
China in the concept of the Yin and Yang, Here, as in the
Qilgamesh, the two opposing principles complement each other
but are, nevertheless, distinct and apart as virtue (Hsing)
and vice (Chfing)a- h . :v;

. „ 1 ' . . ■ ' “ ' ’ ' ' Alexander Heidel, The Gilgamesh Epic and 01d Testar 
ment Barallels Cohieago: The University of Chicago Press,
1945K PPo 3-10.,, : ; -■ ; ^ :
. , h ^Manley Palmer Hall, The Secret Teachings of All Ages (Los.Angeles $ The PhllosophicaT Mesearcn Society, IhcV, ” ' 1952 >, po LXXXFHI, 1 : "

' - Fung Yu-lan, A Short History of Chinese Philosoohv, ed, Derk Bodde(New York: The MacMillan Company, I960), p, 195,
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In, the teachings of Christianity, which began to

spread- over the Ocoident only a few hundred years after Tao
ism presented the double in a spirit of tolerance5 no •
leniency toward man’sdark, inner nature is displayed* Chris
tian doctrine depicts■the principle of duality underlying all 
creation in a morally dichotomized universe in which the dou
ble, under the name of Mflesh” in the personified and human 
and in the form of the devil in the abstract.and cosmic sense, 
is the embodiment of all evil and therefore exists in eternal
.enmity to man’s mind and God0

Although the basic Christian postulate of the inherent 
animosity.between the two sides of human nature was considered 
less and'less axiomatic as the understanding of man as.a . 
totality grew after the Dark Ages, its basic tenets have, , 
nevertheless, been carried over to this day, for with one 
noted exception, which will be, discussed later in this chapter 
the double, as a theme in Western literature, remains essen
tially the dark, mysterious, or outright evil aspect of man,
■ That is, its somewhat naive Biblical presentation remained 
unchallenged until about the beginning of the nineteenth Cen
tury, when the European Komantics began." to - seize the double . . 
and presented it in ever-lncreaslng complexity frOm its sim
plest to its most complicated and clinically as well as
artistically significant interpretations, ■

- . '.

Perhaps the least involved Bomantic story dealing
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with the double is Ghamlsso' s ”Peter Sohlemlehls Mundersarae ' : 
Qesehichte ♦ . In Yiddish,' a schlemiel is an ill-starred: ,' dh - . -
ineffectual fellow, a man who would be. called Ungluecksrahe 
or Pechvogel in German. In Chamisso1s story, Peter Schle- 
. miehl's big mistake is selling his shadow-image to the devil, - 
am act which has the unforeseen, consequence: that Schlemiehl, ' '' 
without a shadow, is considered an incomplete human beihg and;' 
therefore rejected by his fellow men. His.only refuge, is 
finally to withdraw from ordinary human companionship to.the 
pursuit of universal science,: for, as he finally concludes, ' 
only the man who lives exclusively for his' higher, sell can 
get' along without his shadow.^

In Ohamisso1 s story, Schlemiehl1 s shadow-image is \ e V ■. 
only vaguely reminiscent of man Vs dark soul j a much more '‘com-v: 
plex and clearly defined projection thereof is the Spiegel- '. 
Ich or mirror-image double. As its name implies, the 
Spiegel-Ich reflects all. visible elements of the self in 
photographic likeness. However, it is not merely a ■ harmless' 'd 
reflection but can actually be dangerous to'its owner, espe
cially, if it is portrayed as. being capable of independent 
, action as .in. Hans Ewer' s play. Per Student von Frag.. ' ■' ..'

■ ' In the play, Baldwin, the hero, a dashing young stu
dent with a dubious past,- sells his mirror image, as Peter ...

■ ■ : .-' . r7 . ■ ■ . - _ ' : ■, > ■ ’ . ■ - " . ' ‘ ■ '■;/: : . Adalbert ¥on Chamisso, "Peter Schlemiehls Hundersame ' Geschichte' • in Chamissos Gesammelte Wer&ce, . ea. wax kocn . d . 
(Stuttgart : Union' Deutsche ferlagsgesellschaf t>; n.d.), p. 399»'



Sehlemiehl sells'his shadow, for want of moneyV Baldwin'does 
not undergo Sohlemiehl1 s unfortunate experience of becoming 
a social outcast because of not having a representation of 
his double, but the„inescapable;laws'underlying•human exist
ence frustrate him when he attempts to win the love of a 
princess j 'for then his apparently vanished, Spiegel-Ich reap- .. 
pears and, by frightening the princess, spoils everything- :.

Up to this point, the moral of the story is essen
tially the same as that of "Peter Sohlemiehls Wundersame ' .. 
Geschlchte": man cannot very well get along in the world
without his dark half-This•double - By selling his mirror- • > 
image, Baldwin symbolically attempts to begin a new, ideal
istic and moral life. ; But; no man can eradicate’ his 'past; ' 
therefore, when Baldwin presents only his better self to the 
.princess, his double, as representative of his dark, past 
life, naturally asserts its right to existence. ' ’ '

However, the episode with the princess does not 1 !
exhaust the implications of Per Student von Prag.. Its next 
fact concerning the nature of the double emerges as Balduin, ■ , 
toward the end of the play, having been continuously tormented 
and frustrated by his,Spiegel-Ich, decides to bring his 
suffering to an end by shooting his double, for after he fires 
he feels himself hit and dies. . 1

Otto Rank, Per .Doppelgaenger: Bine Psychoanaly- f
t ische Studie, . (Leipzig: Internationa 1 er 'Psychoanalytischer
Verlag, .1925) / P - 10 - : . ■: ’ , : ' . ' ' ■
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This last scene of the play is an artlstie effort to 

show that the double is an inseparable part of mam and earn- 
not be severed from him by, foroe; both man and his double*

Qin fact, have only one life. ,:
The typical double of the Romantic period, however, 

is the DoppeXgaemger, named after a. term coined by Jean Paul 1 
EUchter. Characteristic examples - of the DoppeIgaenger are 
usually depicted by a pair of externally alike characters 
who together form a unit but individually appear as halves, 
each always mutually dependent on his alter ego*

Perhaps the most daring descriptions of this Romantic 
version of the double came from the pens of E„ T, A.:Hoffmann 
and Dostoevsky, both of whom are famous for their realistic 
portrayals of man's inward dualism and the struggle between
the mutually hostile components of human nature--the com-

TOsclous personality and its irrational double®
. In Die Doppe Igaenger Hoffmann, draws the picture of . 

two young men of'identicalpphyslcal appearance, Deodatus■ 
Schwendy and the painter, Haberland, who, without knowing 
each other, fall in love with,the same girl, Natalie® After 
a series of complications during which the occult ties between 
the two young men are stressed and at the unraveling of which

. . " %bid® , p®' 25. - ■ ' . '1
Ralph Tymms, Doubles in Literary Psychology (Cam- 

bridge: Bowe & Bowes, 1949), p® 42„ .. ' ' ri’' '



Ha be pi and turns out to be t̂pprince without having been aware 
of it, the nobleman and his-humble Doppelgaenger^ like Gilga- 
"mesh and Enkidu, bebornelose friends and set out in search.
of adventure,. Meanwhile,/pdor Hatalie, who loves both and'

' ■ . ' - - 11 cannot decide to whom to give her heart, enters a cloister.
While Schwendy and Haberland are presented as figures 

from just below the field of consciousness, neither of them 
being a malicious counterpart of the other, in Hoffmann1s 
Die Elixiere des Teufels, the monk, Medardms, is a figure of 
the deep, unknown realms .of the mind» . In Die Elixiere des 
Teufels, Hoffmann deals extensively with the smbjective ... 
transference of: part of the personality into an external 
Individual, equating inward dualism with physical likeness„

' And as, in effect, the novel deals with insanity and crime, 
it could well be considered a good example of German 
Bchauerromantik, ' ; , ./

- ' Ihe"hero of the novel, the Gapuchin monk, Medardus, 
of once extremely pious character, is changed by a devilish 
elixir to a man with a thirst for sensual gratifications0 He. 
escapes from his monastery and plunges himself into a maze of 
adventure and intrigue, in the course of which his moral 
degeneration goes so far that he and his DoppeIgaenger, the

This paragraph is a summary of E. T, -A. Hoffmann's 
"Die Doppe Igaenger, in Vol» Till of E. T. A., Hoffmann 
Diohtungen und Schrifteh, ede _Walter Harich (Weimar: "Erich
Lichtenstein, 1 2̂4), pp. 165“23.6 = / 3...
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Imsaiae Count Viktorin^ finally do not even refrain from 
committing murder„ Though Medardus 'releases himself from 
momkish discipline^ he does not find the hoped-for freedom in 
the outside world * On the contrary j, by giving way to the 
long repressed impulses of his inner nature, he becomes a 
slave of the dark powers of his double and thus, in reality, 
merely exchanges a taskmaster for a tyrant

In this story, Hoffmann1s editor points out that the 
author intends to.explain that eertain seemingly incompre
hensible overt actions of man can be interpreted as being 
motivated by irrational and amoral inner impulses. Even 
though most men do not morally degenerate as far as Medardus 
and become obsessed by the criminal impulses they uncon
sciously harbor in their natures but cannot normally express 
in a civilized society, they are nevertheless, at'times, apt 
to feel rebellious against- all legal and moral , restraints h 
imposed upon them by an orderly society and may think that,
as long as they cannot express all they feel or desire, they •

■ - 13can never find true freedom0
Dostoevsky8s treatment of the Doppelgaenger theme is 

essentially very similar to that of Hoffmann, In both The

^This is a summary of the plot of E e T« &„ Hdff- ' ■ 
mann!s Die Elixjere des Teufels, Vol„ IV of ,.Te A;. Hoff
mann Dichtungen und Schriften, ed ® Walter Harich (Weimar : ; 
Erieh hichtemstelm, 1924)b ' '

^Ibide, p0 xio



Double and The Brothers.Karamazov3 Dostoevsky represents 
^mental processes that aim at the liberation of the suppressed 
double» ;

The Double is similar to Hoffmann* s Die Elixiere des 
Teufels in that the other self which becomes visible to the 
hero is an externally identical person, that is, a true Pop- 
pelgaenger in Hoffmann's, sense, but a person who, nevertheless 
is also;his own other self emerging from the depth of his 
personality„ But the meaning which Golyadkin, the hero of 
The Double, attributes to his Boppelgaenger is completely 
hallucinatory, for his double is not, like Viktorin of Die 
Eltxiere des Teufels, a truly malignant figure who can pry 
into the hero's mind and is able to intervene in his most 
secret undertakings*

On the other hand, in The Brothers Karamazov, the 
double is not a Doppelgaenger in the described sense, but a 
depraved character, Smerdyakov, capable of translating lyan's 
normally suppressed wicked impulses into external action*

The aspect of'The Brothers Karamazov primarily rele
vant to the discussion of the double is illustrated by Ivan, 
a divided and unstable figure torn between various unrealized 
Idealistic aspirations and contemptible qualities. Ivan's 
crisis is an inner conflict.between the desire of the baser 
side of his nature to kill bis father, and the opposition of 
his better self which refuses to .accept murder as a real
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solution to the conflict between himself and his Falstaff- 
like parent., Temporarily^ Ivan achieves equilibrium by 
simply refraining from action, but his secret desire is per
fectly well understood by Smerdyakov, Ivan's epileotic and 
half-witted’ brother whom Ivan has previously corrupted with 
profane and; blasphemous arguments until he has become the. 
external personification of.Ivan's^nihilism.

When SmerdyakoVj as the extension of Ivan's evil 
self, finally murders their father in what he thinks is a 
■silent understanding with Ivan, the latter is forced to con
front his double squarely, which temporarily costs him his 
sanity, for he knows only too well how right'Smerdyakbv is 
when he says' accusingly, 11' . . . you are still responsible for 
it all, o „ . you are the real murderer in the affair, and' I 
am not the murderer, though I did ..kill him.'" /

Possibly the best known classical- description of the 
double as the personification of everything evil in man can. 
be found in Stevenson' s■post-ROmantic: novel, "Dr. Jekyll and ; 
Mr, Hyde," in which the boundaries of allegory are advanced . 
toward the realm of psychological realism. .

It is the story of an apparently respectable London 
physician. Dr.Jekyll, who theorizes that evil, has a right 
to freedom and begins to devise means by which to give expres-
— ----- rr-----  ’ : : : ''y

Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov, trans. 
Princess Alexandra Kropotkin .(New. York: International
■ Collectors Library,. 1949), p.._397..



sloB, : to his normally hidden second self. Similar to Eedardns 
in Soffmann1s Die Elixiere des Tenfels, Dr. Jekyll finally 
smoeeeds by the use of a magioal,drugs but unlike all the 
secondary selves discussed so far* his double does not appear 
as a hallucination or am external Doppelgaenger\ but rather, . 
in coming to the surface, transforms Dr. Jekyll1s external 
personality into its own likeness. Jekyll thus becomes an 
underdeveloped, malformed, and facially distorted creature in 
the form of which he is known as Mr. Hyde, and in which he is, 
like the monster of Mary Shelleyrs Frankenstein, a person
ification of absolute evil. :

Jekyll's great desire to become transformed into his 
double is rooted in the craving for a life without the moral 
restraints that society imposes, and which he can experience 
only as Mr. Hyde. In explaining himself, Jekyll says that 
only as Mr. Hyde 11! <, I felt younger, lighter, happier
in bodyj within I was conscious of. a heady recklessness.1 ,r 
He also felt ltJo , . a solution of the bonds of obligation, 
an unknown but not innocent freedom of the soul, . „ „1 rl the 
thought of which, although it made him conscious of being 
wicked and a slave to evil, nevertheless. '% . * embraced and 
delighted, him like wine o11 : - , •

15- ' ̂ Robert Louis Stevenson, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,"1
The Works of Robert Louis Stevenson, no.ed. (New York j .

Walter J. Black, Inc.,', n. d.), p„ 193. .



. With the advent of medical psychology during the 
. latter half of the Nineteenth Century., literature became 
increasingly subject to examination by advocates of this new 
branch of science, for it seemed logical that psychology, the 
study of all human psychic processes, could find much valuable
/information in/literature which,, after, all, was largely an

■ . ’ ■' : . ■ ' : ■' - : ■ ' ' '  ̂2.6 ■ 'externalized, manifestation.of - the human psyche.
In our own day the application of psychoanalysis to 

literature has become a well-established approach of critical 
interpretation„ Nevertheless, for the sake of clarity it will 
probably be best, before-proceeding to the study of Conrad, 
to define certain terms and explain certain.concepts which - ■ 
will be used.in the following chapters.

According to Freud, the human psyche is divided into 
the conscious'and. the unconscious spheres, of which,the former 
stands primarily for reason and order,, while the latter, as 
the container of all forgotten and repressed desires and 
. ■ thought s. as. well, as of untame d pass ions, and inst inct s,, s tands • 
for chaos and: disorder„

The ego, self,, or "I, with which man normally

The term psyche normally connotes "soul" (the ethe- 
ric. double of the body) or ''mind" (conscious,psychological : 
activity).,., In this .dissertation, "psyche" is' used as a tech-; t 
,nical term standing for the totality of. all psychological  ̂y 
processes in man in the Jungian Sense pointed out by Jacobi, , 
op, cit., p, 3, . - v ; - -



identifies himself, is not exclusively' a part of the eon- . ' 
soious psyche but can best be perceived as a Beziehungssentrum., 
a center of reference for conscious and unconscious psychic 
contents alike; it is " „ . «, the core of a complex which pro
jects more or less into consciousness but reaches also deep

17 '■ . ‘ ' ’■* / .into the unconscious." : Moreover, the ego can hot only'per
ceive but-also; express contents of the unconsclops, and 
therein, according to psychoanalytical theory,lies the key 
to the understanding, of the double.
. Freud, who thought that a work of art is primarily an

abreaotion, a therapeutic externalization of complexes formed 
through preceding personal experiences of the artist, was 
naturally inclined to take writings dealing with the double 
as problems in psychopathology. And Rank, one of Freud1s 
early followers who concerned himself to a large extent with 
the interpretation of literature in the Freudian sense, illus
trates this approach when he points out that Hoffmann's Die - 
Elixiere des'Teufels constitutes an excellent and clinically 
valid paranoid'picture^  which, since artistic preoccupation 
with phenomena such;as the inner self is actually due to 
pathological tendencies 11. „ „ based on a fixation in V

L7ibid^ p. 4, ' : ; . . ; . :'• ■ ■ . IB . - - . : ■: - .: ' , : . . • : -G. G. .Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, trans. • Cary P.. Baynes (New Yorx: Rarcourt, Brace and Company, '■ ■
n. d.b" P- 193. . '  ̂ ' : ' _ ':r' : ' :

"̂̂ Rank, op. cif.., p. 19. . • - '
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nareissism mixed with homosexual elements, . . »" necessarily

v: " > pf)furnishes elnes to the author* s. psychological constitution^
lank likewise claims that the situation is "very;: simi-. 

lar in Dostoevsky's The Doublej which he considers also a 
psychologically valid description of the beginning and pro
gression of a mental disorder in Golyadkin and, by implica
tion, in Dostoevsky himself In The Brothers Karamazov, 
according to this interpretation, there is a most realistic 
description of•a hallucination which is commonly observed In 
hysteric or paranoid patients„ Mhen the devil appears to 
Ivan, just before his mind lapses under the burden of recog-̂  
nized guilt, to remind him- that,in his youth he planned the' 
deed Smerdyakov committed, lank sees in the projected 
Sohreckgespenst,the externalized "l" complex, or double, 
which contains .the/'secret and always/suppressed desires of .

■ 22 ■■ ' V " " ' ' ' ' ' 'the soul. / '
Thus Ivan has, in addition .to his personified double, 

Smerdyakov, a hallucinatory double which is his projected 
guilt complex. That this complex should appear in the form 
of the devil is not particularly remarkable if one considers . 
that to those raised in the Christian tradition, Satan is not 
only the personification of evil intelligence, but also a

Of)Ibido, p. 101o 
21Ibid;, p. 19o 
22ibid., p. 104.
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convenient scapegoat,, ' After all, "Per Teufel 1st der Doppel- 
gaenger der Mensehheit, . .  ■'

Puka, a Freudian psychological interpreter of litera” 
ture like Bank, states that only in a- moral man, normally 
identif ied with conscious values, •= is the bad side of his •: 
nature dichotomized from the good and enabled to act as the 
double„ But,in the criminal, who is identified with urges 
from.the unconscious side of.his nature, the better self 
splits off and confronts.the ego as a personified conscious
ness in the role of a guardian a n g e l T h i s  type of double 
almost exactly corresponds to the Freudian superego,if it 
is pictured;as projected into external reality either in the. 
form of a hallucinatory double., or upon an actual person to 
whom, thereafter, the inherent superego-qualities are 
attributed» •. '

An allegory portraying\a DoppeIgaenger as the,exter
nalized conscience is Poe1 s story,. 11 William 'Wilson.t! Here, 
the carrier Of the projection.is an old school friend of 
Wilson, resembling him in every detail except that this alter 
ego, significantly, cannot raise his voice above a whisper.;

^Puka, op, bit., p. $5»
^ Ibid,, p. 6.9. ’ '
^Charles Brenner in An.Elementary Textbook of■Psychoanalysis (Garden Oity, NewTork: Double day ^Company,

Inc., 1957),-Po 38, after explaining the Freudian.divisions 
of the mental personality, the id, ego, and the superego, States that ■ 0 „ c the superego comprises the moral precepts 
of our minds . as well as our ideal aspirations „11



Gradually5 as Wilson’s actions become Increasingly corrupt, 
the double begins to interfere, at first by admonishing him> 
and later by outright frustration of Wilson's plans.This 
turns their former friendship into a mortal enmity .that ends ; 
•only when Wilson, stabs his" double =, r But the story does not 
end there, for, before dying, the double confronts Wilson ; 
with the following warning: -

You have conquered, and I yield. Yet hence-; ,
■ , forward are thou also dead— dead to the world,;: :

to Heaven, and. to Hopet In me didst thou exist--*.: 
and, in my .death, see by this image, which-is ; '

: , . thine own^ 'how utterly thou hast murdered , '• ' . .' ’ , thyseYf ,26 - . , ■■■ ■ . ■ ; . ; . p
There after 1 s on recognizes his own features in the face of
his dying double and dies•also— emotionally; and spiritually.
■ • Here again,- then, is presented the same moral which

was at the core of Per Student vph.Brag,.'namely,'that the , 
double, whether it is a personification of man's lower or 
higher self, is an inseparable part of his personality and - 
shares his life. ■ •
- . While Freudian theory interprets the double in terms "
of repression of the sexual instinct; and, in terms of past 
personal experiences, Jungian psychology, which was originally: 
a branch of Freudian psychoanalysis-,but established .itself as 
an independent school of thought after Jung broke with Freud

of* ' ’ . " ' . ‘ Y ; v  : t'-f : v.’; ' ■ 'Edgar Allen Poe,William Wilson," in Volt U  of 
The Works of Edgar Allen Poe, no.edf (Hew York:i Pi Ft.
Collier & Son, 1903}, p. 351. l .. ; •' -*



in 1913s offers a much broader and more inclusive explanation.
.' • • Jung found:that the rampant Freudian speculations and
terminology of sex threatened to,vitiate all discussion of 
the human psychej sexuality, to him, was only one of the life 
instincts and did not by any: means explain all psychological 
processes in man. Furthermore, Jung could not conceive of 
the, human psyche as a closed system of which the unconscious 
sphere;consisted only of the sexual drive and contents 
stored during a person's past life. . ■ ■

In his writings, Jung agrees with Freud that the uncoh 
sclous contains repressed sexual elements and sediments of 
personal experiences, but he insists that this material con--,; 
stitutes only the upper layer of the total unconscious—-the 
/layer which he calls the personal unconscious—awhile there ; 
is a still deeper level— the collective unconscious— that man 
inherits from past life and which is part of his brain 
structure,. Thus, . Jung8 s concept. of the: unconscious is an 1 
attempt to join the factors of inheritance to those, of per
sonal experience. . ‘

' , , T h e r e f o r e , \ J u n g i a n  psychoanalytic theory differs from ' 
the Freudian approach primarily in that it seeks to understand 
human behavior and psychic activity not only as motivated by 
contents of the human personal unconscious (which comprises 
the total realm investigated by the Freudians), but also in



"terms of transpersonal^ eolleotive unconscious contents.^7
Jung, who fratticly admits that the Freudian Inter

pretation of literature as 11 = <■ » the elucidation of those • 
personal determinants without-which a work of art is unthink- 
able . . is valid in so far as it goes, nevertheless 
denies that such an analysis can yield the full meaning of 
the work itself. ; He-claims that true art M. = . should rise 
far above the realm of the personal life and speak from the 
spirit andheart of the poet ■as. man - to the spirit and heart 
of mankind." No creative person should be judged as an 
ordinary mind, but as a duality, 8»'» , a human being with a 
personal life - . » and "■«, '» an impersonal, creative -

oft • ■ ' • ' - . . 'process, . f ' ; . . i \ .■-/Vr -.
The. ,poet:,-., to: Jung,, is a- man capable, of penetrating 

to the depth of the human psyche, which.is hidden from most 
other me ho"... There, he- sometimes catches glimpses of the night 
world below all conscious activities, and there he finds the 
shapes that people this underworld, of which the double is.
omefs 7  ' 7  - y  7 7 ; 7 i

lhat differentiates the two..approaches to-literature.

27 : - ■ : . Patrick Mullahy, Oedipus.Myth and Complexr A
Review of Psychoanalytic.Theory.(New York: Hermitage House;
:inc.,.7î 3). P.: 141. . _ ; 2,.. 777, : .. ■.■. .7 7 7r -:- -i':;

O QV 7 - ■ Jnng.," Modern Man" In Search of A Soul, p. - 194.7: . :•.
■ 29Ibid„, p0 188,



then, is that the one which originated with Freud considers 
'preoccupations with certain literary themes as indicative of 
the author ’ s x psychological, peculiarities; while the . other,, h 
which originated with Jung, sees in many extraordinary liter", 
ary works manifestations^of psychic contents from beyond the 
author’s personal life, which are common to all of mankinds 
After such poetic creations make an impression upon the - 
reader’s mind, they return him to a state of participation 
mystique in which he gains a greater understanding- not only 
of his own nature, but also of that of other men and of the 
undercurrents of.life in general„30

' It is the opinion of this writer that the latter ;
approach is the more valuable for the artistic evaluation of 
writings dealing with the double, whether it is brought to 
bear upon the .older examples already mentioned or more recent': 
ones, such as Oscar Wilde.;.'s The Fisherman and His Soul, a 
modern variant of the shadow-double; Kipling's The Drama of 
Duncan Parenness, in which a ghostly double appears in the 
superego function; H„ 0* Well's The Story of the Late Mr„ 
live sham;,, a variant, of the Jeky ll and Eyde theme ; Franz 
Werfel's Per Spiegelmensch, which is the struggle of a . 
higher self for. deliverance from its earth-bound double; or 
the works of Joseph Conrad, many of which deal with the dual 
nature of man-and are.the .results of the. explorations of his.

3°Ibid a, pe 1980
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own psyche«,

In Conradj, the double Is portrayed in various foms5 
on various levels, and with various degrees of.obviousness or 
clarity o At the root of this symbol are his highest hopes,, 
his deepest fears, and his attempt to find meaning in life, .



; ' . ilGKD JIM , : '■

To Joseph Oomrads the quest ? for self-understamding is. 
man1 s maiia purpose in; life v - This essentially psychological . 
search is; seep as intimately ©ohneoted with a larger philo
sophical one5 namely, the attempt to find a meaningfml 
existence in the universe under the conditions of mortality«
In 0onrad:!p writings^ the quest for self-knowledge' and. the ■ ■
■■meaning-pf -iifevi® î Phse'd' upon several heroes/ leading '
sometimes to profound insight and sometimes to self“disillu
sionment and complete disenchantment with existence» ~ iord
Jim is one of those Gonradian characters who both deliher™
- ■ * • ■: ■'  ' ■ '' . ■ ‘ ■ % • ' *| ■ '' ■ately :and inadvertently discover, their, own identity 0":..

vThe intensive soul-searching which underlies .the lit
erary career of Conrad is> of course5 an individual trait of 
the author, for the majority of men are not generally eon- . 
oerned with the deeper issues of existence. It haŝ  there- 
fore,j heen argued> . along the lines of Freudian psychological 
theory as applied to.literary analysis^ that the motive for

: . ■ % • . . ■ ; ' . - ’Hie opening paragraph is a summary of Walter 
Wright's concept of the philosophy which underlies Joseph 
■ Conrad's writings as presented in .Eomanee' and Tragedy in : ' ;
Joseph Conrad Chincolni The Wniverslty of Nebraska Press,
1949)7 pe; ;ii2o_ , : .. . ■■ V ■ '



Conrad's drive to s%lf-analysis must be fommd in his own
■ 2 ' - V , • ■personality*

Lord Jim, however, published in 1900 as one of Con
rad's earliest novels, is not just a thinly veiled narrative 
of its author's personal history0 The autobiographical ele
ments underlying this work, having undergone a poetic trans
formation in the mind of the author, have been raised from 
the corampnplace to the level of artistic experience, where 
they enable the reader to see Jim's inadvertent quest as sym
bolic of the journey each man must undertake into his own 
psyche, if he is to gain understanding of himself <,

In this thesis, then, the character Lord Jim ; (as 
well as each of the main figures discussed in the following, 
chapters: Mr0 Kurtz in ”Heart of Darkness," the captain in
"The Secret Sharer," and Baron Heysb in Victory), is not

HU L«, Menken, in nA Freudian Autopsy Lpon A Genius,11 
The American.. Mercury, XXIII, (June 31, 1931), 252, claims that 
Conrad, eyen' though he proved .his. undaunted’ spirit by eseap- 
ing the Muscovites who governed his native Poland, neverthe
less always harbored the feeling that he had deserted his 
homeland, and that this guilt complex is expressed and 
explored In Lord Jim*

Gustav Morf, H0n Lord Jim," in.R„ W* Stallman (edU), 
The Art of Joseph C o n r a d A  Critical Symposium (Lansing: 
Michigan State, University Presa, 196©), p0 141, points out 
the relationship between Patna, the ship Jim .deserts, and....
" Polska,n the native term,, for Poland, and holds that the ' 
latter half of Lord Jim expresses Conrad's fear of losing 
his honor after..deserting Poland» .

In "Conrad and Coward ice,11 The Living Age, CCCXL 
(August 1931), 571, Morf even goes as- far as calling.Lord. 
jim."; » * the autobiography of the unconscioms ConradT"™"
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seen, in the Freudian sense, as a product of therapeutic 
writing by Gonrad, but rather, from the Jungian point of view, 
as a symbolic personification of the human mind in its strug
gle with existence, attempting to understand its own true ; 
nature and the whims of fate*

Jim, as Conrad portrays him, is a promising young 
Englishman of good descent and pleasing appearance 7 While 
training- to be an officer in the British merchant marine,
Jim has made an excellent impression- on his superiors, who 
have liked him especially for his steady head and his excel” ; 
lent physique. But Jim has also indulged himself in more 
than the usual number of romantic dreams characteristic of 
boys who have not yet been confronted by reality. MHe saw 
himself saving people from,sinking ships' . i „ quelled mutl" : 
nies on the high seas, and: in a small boat upon the ocean 
kept up the hearts of despairing men--always an example of 
devotion to duty. . . ." " . ;

In brief, Jim is, as Marlow, the narrator of the
story, tells the reader, ”1„ e e a youngster of the sort you
like to see about you; of the sort you like to imagine your- -

4self to have beend <. » .1 n Ahd, since during his later 
years Jim always remains clearly, in Marlow's words,

^Joseph Gonrad, Lord Jim (Garden City:- Garden City 
Publishing Company, Inc., n«. d«), -p. 6. • ;

^Ib£d „  p. liBo ~ : 1 ; ' . ; -
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"1 ; e 0 one of. uss 6 e „1 ” there is every indication that " ,
Conrad intends the truth about him to be the truth about all
: • ' ■ , , '• • ■ 5 ' ....men and life in generalo , . : : • '

. Jim’s self "glorifying dreams are, however, repre
sentative of only one side of his nature3 while the powerful 
other side# of whose, presence he at first suspects nothings '. 
betrays him wMemefer' these dreams - are;;.put to a test „ This : ,
.dark ̂ inner force first makes - itself felt when, one day, Jim* s 
training ship is called upon to rescue sailors from a sinking •
; vessel • during, a storm6 t'Jhile other boys unflinchingly rush : . - 
to man the lifeboats and risk their lives for others in.dis
tress, something within Jim holds him back tmtil it is too
late, to join the rescue team* ..: / - -

- Jim, - having no insight into his own motives, never - 
suspects that the cause of his having missed his opportunity 
to'partake, in the glorious, rescue operation might be found. ' 
within himself, but unhesitatingly blames the elements and 
feels " * ' *. * angry with the brutal tumult of earth and sky , 
for taking him unawares and - checking unfairly a generous 
readiness -for narrow escapes$

This rationalization, the first symptom of the uncon
scious fear which is the dominant trait of his inner nature,
serves the - purpose of protecting Jim from the necessity of ‘

' 3Ibia.*.,. P.* 43* - ’

- . .: 6 - V-. ' : ■■■■■" - ' ' - : '; Ibid*, p« '.r - y ^ - r  ;



facing this deficiency,, as it is the purpose of all defense 
mechanisms in psychology to bar something from consciousness^ 
to protect the ego from having to face reality^ However, he 
is not permitted tO' cherish false notions about himself for 
long . ' : ' '

The next crucial test to give Jim the opportunity to 
live up to his glorious self —concept' comes several years after 
his failure on the training ship, while he is the,chief mate 
of the Patna, an old, unseaworthy steamer, carrying eight 
.hundred indigent pilgrims across the Indian Ocean.

, ; Jim is then still a romantic dreamer, only half con*-
scions of the dilapidated condition of the ship, the villainy 
of his German skipper, and the squalor of the Oriental passen
gers and crew. Again, as on the training ship, life takes him 
by surprise when the Patna, one night, strikes a submerged , 
object, damages its bottom, and is expected to capsize and 
sink within’ moments. Mhen the pusillanimous captain and his 
two engineers decide to abandon ship secretly with the only 
lifeboat that Is intact, Jim .is again overpowered by the same 
impulse that has'prevented him before from acting courageously. 
After being momentarily.paralyzed by panic, he is suddenly 
overcome by the irresistible urge to save himself, and in one 
cowardly' leap follows the ■ deserters overboard to the waiting '

^Brenner, op. cit., p0 98.



lifeboat. This fateful act,'of which he feels ashamed the.I . 
moment he commits it, permanently changes his life and can 
never be canceled. .. ' , . , /'■

■ ' ’ As on the training ship,: 'Jim is again .unable to face ' 
the fact that he has acted dishonorably and that, confronted 
by sudden danger, his self-concept as a hero has been negated, 
and turned into its opposite by the.vunreckoned-With,. stronger 
impulse to flee. Again, he.rationalizes to the effect that - 
" 1 he had been taken unawares, . .. ..1" and that rt 1 everything 
had betrayed him 1' ,f̂''''v.fi&';.''b.efoii.e,, his. conscious idealism will ,- 
not permit him to see himself as a coward. Since the very 
act of standing trial for deserting his ship takes courage, 
especially since he is given the ,opportunity to .escape along , 
with his accomplices, Jim decides to,restore his self-respect 
by stoically facing the consequences of the Patna affair.

Even though, like Jim, all men are capable of cotiimit-. 
ting cowardly acts,, few are likely to admit that they would 
conceivably let hundreds of others die to,save their own 
lives. Therefore, each of those characters in the story who 
do not admit Jim's, desertion as. a, latent .possibility, in their 
own psyches converts the self-accused Cohradian _hero into a 
scapegoat, without realizing that Jim is in reality his. own 
double, an:externalization of his.personal unconscious. ;.:

Conrad, Lord Jim, p.95,.
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Aetually, Jim lends himself very well to that role/ 

for among the most common content's of the personal uncon
scious are ..personif ications, of unacceptable capacities'of the 
psyche that.are often projected upon people of whose behavior' 
society does not approve» This explains the delight usually 
taken in seeing such people arrested and punished 
• ; , Those men who,have some Insight into their own
natures, however, remain.always aware that Jim*s act of. 
desertion is still human, understandable, and. possible for 
anyone under similar circumstances* That is why Marlow sym- :. 
pathises with Jim and endeavours to assist him.in making a 
new start, by first facing his weakness, and by then over
coming it.through deliberate confrontation of ail diffi- - 
.oulties " life. may have: in store for him«,: -.

One of the men who.does not display any insight'into■' 
his own nature, and who consequently rejects any identif 1- 
cation with Jim, is the sturdy, unromantic French lieutenant 
who has supervised the towing to safety of the Patna (which,, 
ironically, has not sunk,, after all), and who, in a sense", 
personifies the courage which Jim lacks„ His is the voice 
of;the unreflective man of deeds.whose disciplined person
ality ̂ and-: strict sense of obedience' and duty-conscidusness. ' 
gives-his double no.chance to express itself„ He has no '

. ^Robert .I.® Clark, Six Talks on Jungiah. Psychology 
(Pittsburghi The Boxwood Press, 1 9 5 3 ) , 3 4 ®    •. ' '
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understanding of Jim’s dishqnorable act and placidly remarkss
" 1 "Man is born a coward , « But habit— habitr-necessity—  .
do you see?— the eyes of others„ . „ » » And then the example
of others who are no better than yourselfy and.yet make good' -

10''countenance „ > y » =11 ’11
Brierly, the appointed judge5 at the trial-, however, 

reveals his deep understanding of,human hatnre in his reao- , 
tipn to Jim-. Brierly is an unimpeachable professional seaman 
whom Marlow describes as " ’ „ ... , the captain of the crack 
ship of the Biue Star-line. t . He had never in his life 
made a mistake, never had an accident. . „ .1" Brierly, the 
sophisticated .Western man of action, has done all Jim dreamed 
of , including saving,iships
superior to his blundering fellow man, or so it seems

Even though, at the trial, Brierly remains outwardly 
calm and apparently bored wfth Jim’s case, and even though, 
according to the requirements of his duty, he. seems imperson
ally to pass judgement on Jim, has his certificate revoked, 
and has him suspended from service in the British merchant 
marine — shortly after the trial, Brierly commits suicide.

In an attempt to explain this peculiar act, Marlow 
surmises that through Jim, Brierly had become aware of certain

at sea j he, considers'himself vastly
11 '

Conrad, Lord Jim, p. 147.
11Ibid.p. 57



weaknesses in himself, that by contemplating Jim* s mis-? 
fortune^ "*0 » » he was probably holding silent inquiry into 
his own case» The verdict must have been of unmitigated ' ■ 
guilt, and he took the secret of the evidence with him in that 
leap into the sea9I" .

Brierly, then, who is a man of finer sentiments and 
greater intellectual capacities than the French lieutenant, 
recognizes in Jim his double, the personification of his hid
den ’weaknesses, and probably feels that, in condemning Jim, ,■ 
he; has condemned himself * It seems, therefore, justified to 
assume that, in his suicide, Brierly avoids the possibility 
of becoming Jim in real life® ,

While attempting to regain his lost honor by standing 
trial for deserting the Patna, Jim is also attempting to keep 
from himself the horrid truth his increasingly more percep
tive responses are divining, namely, that he has felt an 
inner sympathy for the motives of his former mates,^  that 
he has a capacity for evil.in his own nature„ At first, he 
desperately fights against this.recognition, but even though- 
he is initially as ignorant as the. French lieutenant of the 
structure of his own psyche, Jim cannot sustain such a denial 
for long; life, by exposing him to various test-situations, ,

12Ibid,, p. 58.

"*"3Robert H0 Haugh, "The Structure of Lord Jim,"
College English, XIII, Wo, 3. (December 1951), -138/.. :



enforces a journey into .himself which 'brings him finally to 
the comprehension that"his misfortunes can. no longer be 
blamed on. others,, or circumstances, but are due to faults in. 
his own. nature«, .' " Z : .v " v

After Jim attempts,to begin a new life by working in 
Oriental ports, he is followed by the wretched story of his. 
desert ionand to the stimulus of. criticism, Jim responds by
running, f v y' . , . ' ■.

At this time of turmoil and. flight, Jim has actually 
only one possible line of conduct available to him— short of 
committing smlcide, like Brierly, ■. or of. falling into moral. ■ 
decay— and that is to search into himself, which he does 

: most reluctantly and only in response to utter necessity.
His brave stand, his decision to face the reality; in himself 
; and,of life, - however,: does not come ';uhtil Marlow finally . 
helps him realize that he is in constant .flight from his own 
weakness which he refuses' to -acknowledge«.

, Jung explains that only when man has learned to 
accept his double as a reality and as ah inseparable part of 
himself does he become objective enough toward himself to be
able .to make progress along the way of achieving psychologic

; • 14 • . . .. .: .; " . : ' ■■■-real totality, :. Only when this has been achieved^ and when ...
man realizes the complexities of his inner nature, when he

Jacobi, opV,.cit p, 104.



conceives :of himself as a being that combines darkness and 
• light, the capabilities for good .and evil, or for noble and 
despicable deeds in his psjehe, ©an he consider himself 
relatively- self-eons©iotas,, Only then does he no longer allow 
himself.* * . to be seized,by the panic terror of those-who 
are just waking to consciousness, i * £andj is able to cope 
with the changing times, and has unknowingly and involun- ' 
tarily become a l e a d e r ; . ' ■ '

Actually, Jim sets out on the path of achieving a 
certain degree"of integration only after Stein, the distin
guished Swiss naturalist who has been both a hero of action ; 
and a man of intellect, sends him to Patusan, a remote Malay 
village where Jim can forget his past mistakes and recover 
his honor, in order that, he may come back strengthened to 
make a new start, ;■'v

Stein understands Jim, for. Stein himself has been 
profoundly.idealistic in his youth; he has made many mis
takes, has had many failures, but he has never.lacked courage» 
He has become a wise old man, because he has partaken of all 
experiences and has assimilated the lessons intrinsic in them 
into his being; he knows life and 'understands his own psycheJ-0

. , ' ' 15 • ' ■ : ' ' ' ' "Ce Go Jung, The Development of Personality, trans.
R0 Po Co Hull , (New York: Pantheon Books, _Inc„,1954) , .p* 179«

-Stein's advice weighs especially heavily if one con
siders himnot only as worldly wise, but as a personification: 
of the archetype of the wise old man (archetypes, in Jungian-•
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' Stein sees isimed lately, ttiat Jim * s problem will:.mot; te' 

solved =untll he adventures both Into life and Into himself 
and learns to reconcile the opposites of his nature, that is, 
until-he• integrates his conscious''mind with his double. ’ Jim 
must expose himself to all situations in life and learn to 
handle them. Stein explains this in what is possibly the 
central statement of Lord Jim: : - -• : • : ■

We want- so many different things to be. . . ..
He wants to be a saint, and he wants to be a devil—» 
and every time he shuts his eyes he sees" himself a 

. very fine fellow— so fine as he can never be. „

. And because you not always can keep your eyes shut :
'there comes the real trouble„ . . it is not good 
for you to find that you cannot make your dreams 
come true. » . . Mot I tell youI The way is 
to the destructive element submit yourself, and 
with the exertion of your hands and feet in the , , 
water make the deep, deep sea-keep you up.17

Only if Jim fuses his differentiated, conscious 
nature with his primitive, unconscious nature can he ever 
become strong enough to make his romantic notions 1“work."

Patusam actually T* * » offers Jim all the world' 
could offer; a place where he is wanted and needed, people

psychological theory, do not consist of inherited ideas in ' 
the Platonic sense, but are generally considered inherited 
predispositions to reactions toward life). C. G. Jung points 
out, in The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious, trans. • 
R. P. Q./Hull (Mew York: . Pantheon Books, .Inc., 1959) p. 37 =,. . 
that the high degree of/integration, which corresponds to the ' 
realization of, or the becoming identified with, the archetype 
of the wise old man can be . obtained by a man only after he / 
has assimilated his double (often called "shadow" in Jungian ’ psychology) and his asima (an archetype which will be dis
cussed in greater detail in'the chapter on Victory).

^Toonrad, Lord Jim, pp. 213-1#. v;'.; ■ , ;/
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who trust ahd"love him/ and a position of responsibility whloh

■ 18'needs his fidelityau . He not only becomes the. trusted friend 
of phief Doramin and his sons Dain Waris^ but by displaying 
 ̂deliberate;/Ooiahagej, superior knowledgeand unswerving loy
alty during the triM's war of liberation from its oppressor^ 
Tunku Allangj he becomes an adored figure in the eyes of 
.Doramin1s tribe and even wins the love of a beautiful Eurasian 
girl. Jewel, Under such conditions,, Jim's, inner peace and 
self-respect return; a prince among the shades, he feels that 
he has mastered his fate and atoned for his moment of 
:cowardice®d . : ; :. ; - '

However, there follows another test of the kind that 
the sea has given Jim twice before, which is now offered by 
Evil Incarnate in the person of Brown, an emissary of the 
11 o . ■ moral darkness that forever assaults man from the outer 
darkness— a world merciless, amoral, inhuman, and completely• " 
unaware of man’ s existence •

Brown, a modern'version' of- the devil, a Mr> Hyde, or ; 
an Objectification of the Freudian id, who has come with.a- 
gang, of criminals to raid Patusan,. but who has been cornered

- .. 18 ' . ■ ■ . - .- ', Haugh, .op.® •piti,,:/. 140, . : - !
d ' . ' iq ■ ■ " : . ' ' ’ ■ : ' . ' •' . ■Ibid. - It may be worth noting that Conrad has given 
anonymous names to his thoroughly evil characters like Brown, 
in Lord Jim, and Mr. Jones, in Victory. This seems signifi
cant since; in psychoanalysis, evil is often considered a non- 
personal content of. the dpep,uncdnscious, best objectified by 
nondescript figures.. ' " ' ■' '



by Jim's spirited natives, pleads for mercy and a chance to 
retreat peacefully,, which Jim permits, ©nee again Jim com
promises with evil, and. thereby he commits his last 
practical mistake, \

Jim fails ,to act decisively because he feels that his' : 
own tainted past precludes his right to judge even as 
depraved a criminal as Brown, in whom he senses his dark ■ 
brother, his double, the man he might have become, without the . 
aid of Marlow-and Stein, He feels compelled to give Brown a 
chance, for this, in a sense, is fo give himself a chance.

Yet Brown, himse.lf, .the personification, of .absolute 
evil, has no conscious understanding of Jim, but by a terri
ble irony selects those phrases most calculated to establish 
in Jim's mind their common bond of guilt,

*1"You have been white once, , , he begins his
negotiation with Jim, across a creek which can be seen as 
symbolizing the chasm in moral, consciousness which separateŝ ,- 
the two, t,rMo . , for all the talk of this being your own 
people and you being one with them, Are you,?" *" Later, 
insinuating that they are both outcasts of the world and 
doomed men, he a d d s , *"Let us agree »-> , that we are both 
dead men, and let us talk on that basis, as e q u a l s , " I n  
fact, Conrad himself comments that through Jim's and Brown's '' 
negotiations ran . a vein of subtle reference to: their. •

OCiConrad, Lord Jim, p 3 8 1,



:common blood, an assumption of common experiencej a- siQkening 
suggestion, of common guilt, of secret knowledge „ =, , . r"21.

Jim, who is neither introspective nor crafty, is . 
easily deceived by Browna As he cannot see evil in his own 
nature, so also does he not expect it in other men. Since 
he judges Brown by his. own standards, he cannot see him for 
what he really is, a thoroughly vile character, exposed by 
circumstances, with no intention of changing his ways* Brown - 
has not been betrayed into evil, as has Jim; he is, evil, a 
threatening, dark figure, personifying contents of the deepest 
layers of the unconscious, primitive and primordial, with no 
more reflective moral consciousness than Stevenson1s Mr,:
Hyde, \ \

In .psychoanalysis, amoral, crafty diplomacy, as here 
displayed by. Brown, is well known as a manifestation of the 
renegade tendency, commonly found in schizophrenics, alco
holics,and psychopathic personalities, Psychologists find 
that such cases are exceedingly difficult to deal with, for 
apparently only one part of the patient's personality talks : 
and responds,, while the stronger renegade elements, which 
usually deny all standards and conventional demands of society 
and civilized living, stand aside and laugh at the analyst and
the e g o , • .

21Ibld,, p, 387o
22Clark, op, clt,, p, 75,



Jim not only fails- to understand the nature of Brown, 
but also does not recognize the latter as a tool of destiny.
To him. Brown and his gang are: simply n1, . e emissaries with 
whom the. world he had renounced was pursuing him in his - 
retreata1 He naively perceives these objectifications of 
the world's primordial darkness as a nuisance that can be 
shrugged off, / • • •;

"'"Will you promise to leave the coast?"1" is the con
cluding question with which Jim tries to settle the caseh , 
Brown; promises to leave peacefully,: whereupon he is even'-
- : , ■ . oil - - - ' ' -• . ;permitted to keep his arms* ■

• But Brown is bitterj his intended victim has dared 
to.defend himself» 'V1 "He thinks he has made me harmless, does 
he? * « » He is a fool« A. little child

-: Thereafter Brown and his band of criminals retreat;
but, on their way back to the coast, they express their anger,,, 
and frustration by killing Jim's friend Dain Haris and several 
other natives in pure cold-blooded ferocity0 Only then Brown : 
feels that he has sufficiently expressed-his revenge against' : 
the world which Will not permititself to be terrorized and. 
plundered by his kind, ",

Thus the. limited understanding that Jim has gained of

Conrad, Lord Jim, p« 385«.
. -v" t d ' \ ■■ f : :
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himself becomes his downfall. With Bain Waris1 death his 
pnestige is gone and he is now regarded as a devil who has1 ■ 
brought misfortune to '.the natives» But this- time Jim does 
not evade his responsibility; he chooses honor and faces the 
eonsequenoes of his mistake; he no longer blames the world - 
or other men f or his • own‘fault • ■ .

Over the protest of the girl,. Jewel, who, in a sense, 
repeats the pleading to flee of the renegades of the Patna,
Jim approaches Ohdef Boramin, his fatherly friend, .saying: 
merely: "1 ”I am come . in: sorrow. » «, . I am come ready and
unarmed 0n 111 ̂  Thereupon he unflinchingly faces the old man, 
who slowly raises a pistol and shoots him in the chest0

Lord Jim, then, is a novel of self-exploration, a 
novel in which the hero gradually learns to cope with his 
fate as he gains knowledge of his inner nature,- of his double„ 

As an, untested youth, Jimwho has no concept of . psy
chological reality, considers himself an altruist and a ■ 
superioro . He would, have lived his life in utter ignorance of 
his true nature, so it seems, had he not been forced'to .face 
the trials and tribulations of life through causal necessity. 
Thus the calamities which befall Jim have a positive effect,
■ for they enforce his psychological growth; had they not corae, ;• 
he would probably have remained a dreamer for the rest of 
his life, for.'1. . . the developing personality obeys no

26 Ibid, p . ' 415 .:
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caprice, no command,. noiinsight,- only brute necessityj it 
needs the motivating force of' Inner and outer fatalities."^7 

The process of seIf-realization is usually a slow and 
painful one, for it is seldom easy to-give up cherished 
illusions and admit faults in one's own psychic structure.
Thus, even after the Patna episode, Jim still rationalizes 
and blames his failures on bad luck and external circum
stances. It is only in relation to Brown that he admits to 
himself his former cowardice and senses an unconscious kin- ; 
.ship, with evil which his romantic visions of himself have 
excluded. It is finally the deepened perception of his own 
nature that leads him to, his ultimate act of responsibility.

However, Jim never truly recognizes the depth of the 
ambivalence in himself and in,lifej he never completely under
stands how dark his nature potentially.is. Thus he does not, 
like.Brother Medardus in Hoffmann8 s Die Ellxiere des Teufels, 
fully realize that each person.has a double, a frightful 
brother who holds and maliciously hoards everything that he 
would only too willingly hide from himself and his fellow-men. 
Because of this lack of insight into his own psyche and the 
structure, of life,.Jim does not understand Brown.

: - From a strictly Jungian point of view. Lord Jim can 
be interpreted as an investigation of the personal unconscious.

07 ■, ' ■ . .‘G. S. Jung, The Development of Personality, trans. , 
R. F. C. Hull..(New York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1954), p. 173®
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which harbors (among imny hot consciously reoogBized 
contents) those weaknesses which are, in this novel, objecti
fied by Jims Since Jim .is clearly "one of us, " and. since his 
failures could be those of any civilized man in similar cir
cumstances, he,is seen, in this interpretation, as the double 
of Western man (Western man being represented on the one hand 
by Brierly, on the other by Marlowj the one rejecting, the 
other accepting his double).

Brown,. with whom Jim senses a certain kinship but 
whom he does not understand, can also be considered as.Jim1s 
(or Western man’s) double, but as a dark, threatening per
sonification of contents of the deep unconscious with which, 
only men of profound self-knowledge would recognize a 
definite affinityj and with which individuals of "normal" 
powers of self-reflection would not permit themselves to be 
compared, since they are generally accustomed to project the 
contents, of their unconscious (personal as well as collec
tive) rather than to search for them in their own.psyches.



CH&PTEfV HI

HEART OP DARKHESS

"Heart of Darkness" was puMished in 1902 as one of 
three stories in- the volume Youth; it can■he read as the des
cription of a journey up the Congo River which, Conrad 
actually took in 1899, an expedition from which he returned :
■ mentally disturbed.and physically ravaged by fever, dysentery,

i ■ ■■ . -.'-v ' ' ■■ ■ “ ■■■ >and ■ gout«
However, "Heart of Darkness" is not merely the account 

of a dangerous journey^ ' for the factual elements .underlying ■ 
this narration have been1' raised to the level of universal 
experience and have become symbols of the author's psycho- -
■ logical quest j they are, in effect, a confession, of the 
terrible discovery which Conrad made during and in consequence 
of this hellish journey, namely, "» » . the naked soul. . 
that something or nothing that lies at the innermost center
• of man.---. : • - ■ / • ■ : ,

Dike Iord_Jbn, "Heart of Darkness" is the study: of a 
descent into the unconscious self, an exploration of the dou-

Morton Dauwen Zabe1, The Portable Conrad (New,Yorkt . 
The Viking. Press, 19.59),. P» 24„. . . . •

h Douis J"» Halle, Jr., "Joseph Conrad, An Enigma De- 
'coded," Saturday Review of Literature, IS.1I .(May:22, 1948), Tf
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ble'e - But5 while in Loud Jim the terminal point is Jim’s
guilt complex5 as has been pointed out in the previous .chap
ter, . in "HeaEt of Darkness" the author penetrates into 
realms beneath the personal unconscious, to a stratum which 
"„ o « no longer includes contents that are specific for our 
individual ego V  »  -.a hut result from ! the inherited possl- • 

bility of psychical functioning in general, . . a 
stratum called by Jung the "collective unconscious e 11 ̂

In-this sense, . Marlow1s' trip up the Congo (Conrad - 
employs here, as in Lord Jim, the character Marlow as his 
narrator) is, like Jim’s journey to Patusan, the symbolic 
journey of a hero into lades, the lower world, for the pur
pose of exploring these inner realms and, in so doing, of' 
probing 11«, . , the depth of his own and his nation’s

■ it4 :;'-v r :P/-r ' ■■ • :eonscience«,
The dark unexplored region of central Africa is, in 

fact, a most appropriate and psychologically valid symbol for 
the equally obscure recesses of the inner mind of m a n A s  
Africa of today is in many ways as wild and primitive as

3' Jacobi, op. Git., p. 6,

' f Lillian Feder, "Marlow's Descent Into Hell," in
Stallman,- opy cit,, pc 162, : . ; v . ■

5 ' • ' . V ■Jerome Thale, "Marlow’s Quest," in Stallman, op* 
cIt,,, po 15To



' / ■ ■ ^  ■ 'I ■ - ' ' ■Europe onee was,, so are the savage inhabitants of the dark 
continent" Very closely akin to ancient Western man in every
thing but the color of their skins. Moreover, since the 
differentiated psyche of modern man is a product of evolu
tion, it corresponds on its deeper levels to the savage soul 
of the contemporary African.' Thus, the journey of a Euro
pean to the dark center of Africa is a journey to his racial 
past, to a time when his ancestors were aspprimitive.as the - 
Africans he meets, and to an environment which corresponds ;
to the contents of his unconscious rather than his conscious
psyche with which he has been conditioned to identify him-' 
self; it is a journey which will, expose him. to situations and 
events that are apt to activate the contents of his inner 
psyche, it e.s,; that will bring back to’, life instincts and , 
passions which he deemed.forgotten and which had been 
covered by the conscious.ideals and values of his civilized 
race. . ' ' : ' . . '. . . . ' P . - . : ■ ■. ' ; -

While in "Heart of Darkness" Africa is at once the 
double of .Europe and a symbol for the uneonsciohs per se., the 
.primitive. African is the externalized double of the civilized

Q , v ■ ' ' . ■Conrad points this out at the beginning of "Heart of.
Darkness" in Youth and Two Other Stories (Garden City: Dou
bleday, Page & Company,. 1922) , p. ...49,' when he compares the 
Congo today with the Thames, pegion during the days of the 
Roman cohques't, having ". .. cold, fog, tempest, disease, .. 
exile, death, a . in the air, in the bush. . .

v ; ■ ̂ Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, p» l4t. .
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European and therefore a representative figure of the uneon- 
Seious„

Self-knowledge is based on the understanding of one's 
psychie totality® Thus, Marlow, who is initially aware only 
of his differentiated, conscious personality, must travel to 
Africa, as Jim had to go to. Batusan, before he can come to 
understand his inner nature»

Self-knowledge> in the fullest sense, however, ■ con
sists of more than the understanding and acceptance of the 
dark half of the personalityj it also includes the realiza
tion of one's kinship with even the most primitive psychic 
contents, ”0 => e the sediment from the experiences of all

' - ■; ' . ' oour animal, 0 nnanduour oldest human ancestorsThis 
stratum of the collective unconscious, sometimes referred to 
as "the Abyss" in psychoanalytic theory, can be depicted as \ 
follows $ -

Beneath :the decent facade of consciousness 
with its disciplined moral order and its good 
intentions Turk the crude instinctive forces of 
life, like monsters of the deep— devouring, beget
ting, warring-endlesslyo They are for the most 

: : part unseen, yet on their urge and energy life ;
depends; without them living beings would be as 
inert as stones0 But were they left to function- 
unchecked, life would lose its meaning, being 
reduced once more to mere birth and death, as in 
the teeming world of the primordial-swampse9

. • 8 • 1 . ... - • Jacobi, QPo cityy ppa 33-341 .
. ^Esther Harding,.. Psychic Energy; Its Source and 

Goal (New.I'orks , Pantheon]Books, :lhcty i'950), p® 1> -.



These., then, are the forces which comprise the 
innermost core of the human psyche, the primordial energies 
which are still externally operative in the African environ
ment into which Marlow moves.

The account of this journey,.which Marlow gives one 
evening to three unnamed persons aboard the Nellie, a cruis
ing yawl anchored in the.-sea-reach of the Thames, seems to 
be designed to have' a-prophetic, ■introspective quality, for 
during his narration, Marlow is described as sitting cross- 
legged,..'with straight .back in v $ . the pose of a .Buddha u h.,
' pre a oiling in European clothes „ . » ® :.

Marlowrs journey, his endeavor to become acquainted 
with'; virtually . unexplored regions of the globe,18 scorned ■ 
by his extraverted, self-satisfied Western bourgeoitu con
temporaries who, l5since they can rarely understand what ■. 
motivates the yogi in his inner quest for nirvana, similarly 
fail to grasp why one of their countrymen, unless, he were, 
after.personal gain, could possibiy desire to embark upon a 
dangerous journey to unexplored and uncharted Africa«

The typically Western derogatory attitude, toward Mar^ 
low&s quest is. perhaps best expressed by the doctor of the 
Brussels trading company, which had an opening in the Congo, 
who asked., .while examining Marlow, " ‘ “Ever any madness in'

“      10     '

^Conrad, %eart of Darkness," p, 50



your family?"1" or who explained apologetically.after asking 
■.for permission to measure Marlow's head, " 1 I always
ask leave, in the interest of science, .to. measure the crania 
of those going there. „ . ,
■' Since to the conscious mind all workings pi. the :
unconscious seem illogical and reprehensible, increasingly 
more absurd acts take place as soon as Marlow leaves .. '
.-Europev The French man-of-war's', shelling of the bush at the 
African coast. Which Marlow observes, could be symbolic of 
the frustrated attempt of the conscious mind to subdue the. 
vastly more powerful unconscious. He describes this insig- ■' 
nifleant, relatively small vessel from the vast empty 
spaces of the sea "1 . , . firing, into a continent . . .  ...

■ .There was a touch of Insanity, in the proceedings , . . some-: /: 
body on board assuring me earnestly there was a camp of 
natives— he called them-enemies'— ■hidden out of sight ■ -
. .somewhere. ' " '  ,; ■ . p- \ ■ . ; ; ■ 1 •:

.' In the Congo, away from the restraining influence , - 
Of their own society, Europeans do not display, the virtues 
of which they are normally proud. Conrad describes them as j 
lazy exploiters who, without hesitation, betray the phil
anthropic pretense of the trade firm which has sent them by •• 
backbiting and intrigulhg against each other in -the never-. .

11.Ibld .. p.. ■. 58. 
^^Ibid., pp. 61-62
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ceasing attempt to fill their own pockets in as short a time 
as possible and by any means. While they.will not lift a ■ , 
fingen effeetttally themselvesj, they are most cruel and 
callous slave drivers in their treatment of the African 
savages they have pressed into service„

. Apparently5 it never occurs to the insensitive busi
nesslike European colonizers that the African natives, 
after all, are related to them at least in kind, and that 
the lack of uridehstanding and human sympathy they display 
toward the Africans reflects their proportionate ignorance 
of those elements of their own psyches which correspond in 
development to the- overt natures of these savages. Those , 
of the natives who, - as victims of the maltreatment', they 
received at the hands of their European oppressors, die in 
the spirit of hopelessness and futility that Dante con
ceived for the dwellers of his' Inferno, 11. . e in all

1 * .. . ' ' '" 113attitudes of pain, abandonment and despair, „ . are
symbols of the unrecognized, dark souls of the Europeans,
of the absolute .dichotomy of the European psyche. 1 ' .

The uncharitable, self-righteous, and non-refleotive 
attitude of the Belgian representatives of civilization"is 
perhaps best explained by the fact that they have been dis 
couraged, by the tenets of the Christian faith they profess

■^Ibid., p. ,66.



to believe iUs, from reflecting upon the structure of their 
owm psyches and have been.trained to project all dark, 
undesirable contents upon their convenient scapegoat* the 
devil* or upon their enemies* as which* in varying degrees, 
they consider the African natives. Thus.* these Europeans \ 
are blind to their own natures*. see only superficial short
comings in themselves* and donnot perceive that to the 
enslaved tribesmen they* in reverse* seem to be devils from 
a modern* technical hell,, . . ' ;

Marlow never identifies himself with these fellow—  
Europeans whom he meets in Africa, and despises them for 
their greed* insensitivity* and hypocrisy. With his pene-̂ 
trating,mind* he perceives clearly that the differences 
between Europeans and Africans are only surface qualities* 
and that Europeans* in spite of all their, technical capa
bilities, are still barbarians at heartj that to them West
ern culture has done little more than.put.T* « , a veneer' •

' - ■ .:'h' \ i4-of civilization over the dark skinned brute* = „ » - that
the process of civilization* the ", „ «, progressive sub-

■ :: ' ' - T Cjugation of the animal in man* . > , has obviously not 
been altogether very successful, or at least not with many 
men. ■ . .

Jung * Two Essays on Analytical Psychology* p, 95,
' 15ibid,,'p-. 18,: t '' \



To this point5 MHeart of Darkness" is no more than 
an inquiry into the nature of the occidental personal uncon
scious, The negative qualities of this upper sphere of the 
, unGonscious psyche, which liar low is so painfully aware of 5 
are actually commonplace human weaknesses that,, due to the 
absence of restraint, appear more clearly in the African 

; settinge 1
The insight Marlow gains thus far' into .human nature 

is no more profound than that depicted in lord Jim. As, 
for instance, the French/officer clearly perceives that all 
men are cowards at heart, Marlow realizes that everyone is 
potentially greedy, lazy, and cruel, and that an important 

V difference between individuals of - various stages of oivili-*' 
zation consists in the degree to which they overcome such 
traits of their inner natures e

However, as stated before, it is not the purpose of.. 
"Heart of Darkness" to pause at this level for long. The 
novel has the purpose of exploring the deepest strata of the 
human psyche. . Thus, the action of the story proceeds from 
the coastal station, this dubious "outpost of progress" 
where it so far has taken place, to the inner districts of 
the Congo; 1. e., the inner recesses of.the mind.

On the story level, the aim of.Marlow's journey up 
the Congo is to relieve Mr.Kurtz, the highly successful but 

- ill manager of an ivory station.
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Kurtz has come to‘ Africa f or mom; than personal' gain.. 

A gifted, highly:lBtelllgent man full of moral ideals and 
idealistic not ions _ lie ha s imagined himself as . ” *,;1 a 0 :o ; ah . 

emissary of pity, - and science, and progress, . » His ■
ivory station has appeared to him "’"„ 0 e a beacon on the 
road toward better things, a, center of trade of course, but 
also for humanizing, iraproving, instructinge" 1 ^  But the 
primordial jungle 'surrounding him has been detrimental to 
such, lofty notions®

Once isolated in the wilderness for some time, Kurtz 
has- not, been able to sustain his purely conscious, ration- ' 
alistic, and idealistic attitudes, Without the normalizing 
influence of his European environment, he has become the. 
.victim of a paranoid dichotomyv While his idealism has ■ '
soared unchecked, his darker side has also been left to 
express itself more fully„ Gradually, he has been overcome 
by greed and has turned from an honest trader into an ivory 
raider who, at the head of a subjugated tribe of natives,: 
has ravaged and, plundered his assigned district.

The dichotomy of Kurtz’s psyche would probably not 
have become pathological had he .been raised in -the spirit . 
of a philosophy which, like TlaMsm, displays mature 
tolerance and understanding toward manifestations of the

Gonra d,- ■ 'M:Heart o f Darkne s s,n p » 79 
17lbido,.p‘ 91i • '
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ilegative side of human nature and .conceives of ¥ice and 
virtue as modifying each other and co-operating peace- 
fully in a functional totality, or had he been able to 
.exemplify in a modern setting the wisdom of the Babylonians 
who- knew that peace can only be maintained if civilized 
and primitive men, as well as the corresponding elements in

TQhuman nature, learn to coexist,and co-operate, .
The Judeo-Christian tradition, however, in which 

Kurtz, has. been reared, does not. accept evil as being, a 
natural part • of human natureit thus compels the double to 
be projected onto scapegoats of either physical or hallu- 
cinatory'nature, or forces it to exist repressed in a 
separate, logic-tight compartment, of the mind. Without 
suitable outlets or safety valves to discharge its excess 
energy, it may become strong enough to be capable of forc
ing its way into the open, overcoming conscious idealism, ' . 
as it seemingly has done in Kurtz1s case, and appearing in 
the. form of distorted, threatening figures, such as are 
depicted in Hoffmann* s Viktorln or Stevenson1s Hr. Hyde. ■ 

Marlow, comes to understand, the '.complete dichotomy: 
of Kurtz * s mind only very slowly. At the outset of the 
river journey, he. feels drawn to Kurtz primarily because he

18Fung Yu-Lan, op, cit., p. 195«
•̂̂ Heidei, :,op. cit., pp. 3-10.
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imagines him a wise man,: comparable to Stein in Dord Jim,
who has discovered: himself x has become fully human, and 
through whom he hopes to find a similar understanding, Mar
low’s desire is finally fulfilled, but not in the way he 
expected itj the Kurtz-he finds is not a serene sage but a 
madman, and instead of a lofty vision, Marlow receives a 
terrible illumination, '

Throughout' the journey the manager and the other 
Europeans who travel with Marlow toward Kurtz’s station 
- remain greedy, obdurate, and as stupidly arrogant as they 
were.at the coastal station; they are faithless pilgrims to 
whom the journey is merely a wild adventure op a chore» But 
Marlow> who is temperamentally sensitive, has different 
impressionso He perceives the subtle influence of. the wil
derness as soon as the last signs of Western materialism 
disappear from sight„ To him, the jungle is the curtain 
behind which hides the unknown; he is as awed by its impene
trable facade as is Parson Hooper’s congregation by the 
piece,of dark crepe behind which the parson hides his face 
in Hawthorne’s The Minister’s Black Veil,-

Unlike his white fellow-bravelers-, Marlow does not . • 
detest the native wood cutters aboard the ship simply for 
being savage: 14’, , Y fine fellows— cannibals.— in1 their
place, v”20 he evaluates themswhich is more praise than he

- v on : . " '■ Conrad, 11 Heart of Darkness,41 p, 9#,
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has bestowed upon the Europeans he met in the Congo, More
over, as he hears the clamor of- tribal festivities' in the
jungle along the river, he feels something within his.- 
nature respond to the wild primitive rhythms,; "'No, they
were not inhuman. , . what thrilled you was just X i, 0 the
thought of your remote kinship with this wild and passionate 
uproar.'"21 .■ " ■
: Since' Harlow, the Buddha-like figure in European
clothes., is not merely, surface-conscious as are his fellow \ 
travelers, he senses the presence of his double, and,-oonse- . 
'■fluently, is capable of perceiving his kinship with all life,
He is sympathetic toward • the savages and Kurtz, the man who. . 
has lost contact with all norms and experienced life to the 
■fullest, who was capable of expressing only extremes, and . 
who knew nothing' but diabolic; love and unearthly hatev 

No one but Marlow is constitutionally suited to
re cognize the true nature of- Kurtz' s .plight, to see . that ' ' 
Kurtz has been obsessed by the wilderness; that without any 
outside norms,, free in the truest sense, " 'he; had kicked , '
himself loose of the earth. . . . There was nothing either 
above or below him. . .

Kurtz 's ego' has disintegratedj he has. become super
ego and id. In the role Of the former he has written a

' ' p. 96. '.1; 1'- :i' ' ;■
22ImU_, p. 144. ■ ,
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brilliant report for The International Society for the 
Suppression of Savage: Customs^ a: plea, which is high strung 
and vibrating with eloquence, but "1„ » * at the end of this 
moving.appeal to every altruistic sentiment it blazed^ 
luminous and terrifying^ 0 "Exterminate the brutesl"1 
He:, has been overcome by his double j he has Identified him-,:, 
self with the baser side of his nature e This identifioa- 
tion has finally gone so far that he has even presided over 
tribal midnight orgies and <, at his worst, planted the heads 
of killed enemies on stakes around his hut, ' Africa has:. 
adopted him, Africa has awakened in him ''1 e 3 0 forgotten 
and brutal instincts v „ . the memory of gratified and 
monstrous passions»1

■ In Africa Kurtz. has learned the truth „ Africa is .
truthj it is like the inner man, savage and primitive, but 
uncorrupt and truthfulOutside such a context, existence 
in the fullest sense simply cannot be; only here Kurtz- has . 
been able,to'attain the most, complete realization of life, 
for Africa 11! , had whispered to him things about him-
self which he did not know, things of which he had. no 
conception till he took counsel with this great solitude-- i 
and the. whisper had proved irresistibly fascinating«1

23Ibido, pi 118o 
2l|'Ibid 'j, p$ 144 e 
25ibld>, p . 131,



' The terrible illmimation which Kurtz receives 
becomes Marlow's initiation into, the deepest secrets of 
life® ;"Marlow* who^ ■ during his journey through the wilder- 
. ness of the Congo, has become inereasingly aware of his 
formerly unrecognized, dark inner potentialities, finally 
realizes to the fullest emtent, mainly through empathlc 
identification with-Kurtz* that the latter is obsessed by ' 
the darkest contents 'of the human psyche, contents which all 
men have in common, and that Kurtz is his double® - This, 
'knowledge, enables Marlow to understand Kurtz, himself, and 
human nature in general; with this knowledge he escapes the 
fate which befell Kurtz;, with ,it, he can hope to find
transcendence and become master of himself and his own
' - / : : 26 : : - Vv '■ : ■. aeuions«d

Marlow thussachieves what Jim never did; namely, he 
understands the nature of a potential Brown, the personi
fied evil element inherent in life, the primordial force 
which will and must express itself without any reason the ; 
conscious mind can understand, and which is always threaten
ing rationalIman; he brings the darkness into the light, .1 
something which Kurtz, could not do without.being obsessed 
by it, . .... ;

' n. ' ’ •

0Stewart Wilcox, quoted by Thale, in Stallman, op. 
eit.o, p® l6l (the original source of .this quote . is referred 
to as an essay .on' "Heart. of Darkness,*! by. S. Wilcox, forth- 
ooming in Fhilosophical Quarterly)® . .._



"Neurosis-is ■ self-division'* In most people the 
cause of the .division is that the conscious mind wants to 
hang onto its moral ideal, while the unconscious strives 
after its--in the contemporary sense— unmoral ideals which 
the conscious mind tries to deny.

According to this definition,.Kurtz * la an extreme 
neurotic whose downfall has come about because he has 
learned and seen too much while alone with.himself in
savage surroundings (" * „ „ no human being can bear a

• •• nQsteady view of moral solitude without going mad" ), but
also'because he has failed to uphold his own identity. He
has lacked the strength to be faithful to his moral code; .
he has lacked restraint. The more man becomes conscious of
■himself, the more restraint and faithful adherence to an
- ideal or moral code is needed * Marlow, now realizes what
true freedom, the freedom to express oneself without any .

■ restraint, means, and what it can lead to. The self must
be used in relation to something outside itself, for what
redeems is the idea only . . .an unselfish belief in the
i d ea - - s ome thing you can set up,, and bow down before, and
offer sacrifice to. , . . ‘ : ; • '

^7jUng, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 19. 
2^Zabel, op. pit., p. 28.
^Gonrad, "Heart of Darkness," p. 51. 1



• The norms of society are valid standards for the 
aonseious side of the human psyche^ no matter how little 
they may mean to its .mn©onseious part -0 ■ Kurtz was never 
completely separated from these normsj he knew that they 
condemned him. Implicit in his last cry— " * ̂ The Horror!
The Horrort,g 1 t,̂ ®‘-»»is Ktirtz,.s admission that he has evaded 
his obligation to uphold these standards * and „ „ = through 
Kurtz, • Marlow, the' seaman who has always lived by a code,, 
grasps its .necessity and v a l i d i t y .

But this is only part of the meaning of Kurtz1s 
final cry during his supreme, last moment of complete knowl
edge » Its true significance lies in Kurtz *s recognition, 
within his soul; of the kinship between himself and the 
creatures of the Abyss® His cry actually summarizes the. 
meaning of the whole African venture for Marlow, the 
attainment not only of self -know! ©,dgethe recognition of - 
the darkness at the roots of his psyche, but also of the 
evil that is common to all creation and to all men,

. . Kurtz is a lost soul ,as are all those whose' egos. . v 
succumb to the rule of the dark contents of their psyches, 
for universal evil and .darkness express themselves through . 
their counterpart in the human soul® This is, what the

3QIbidv, p, 51 o-
^^.Thaledp® clt„., p, l6l®
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devil meant when he said to Peter Sehlemiehl5 n? loh halte

- ■ ■ 32Sie am Sehatten fest»! ' Through Kurtz8 s vis ion Marlow \ ::
.senses that many conscious ideals are largely will-o8~the« 
wisps„ and that conscious existence is the. facade of truths 
a more or less beautiful cover at; best j. but underneath are 
many threatening creatures of the Abyss,, the primitive 
instincts of life which wield all power® And through their 
doubles all men are united in and linked to darkness„ Mar
low perceives that clearly <, for he explains, "8 Since I had 
peeped over the edge myself^ I understand better the mean
ing of his fjhe dying Kurtz8s la&tj stare® . . » piercing 
enough to penetrate all the hearts that beat in the dark
ness I8'1 And Kurtz r,_8 , . had summed up— he had judged ®
.M The Horror I. The Horror I .. ' -

Thus Marlow finds his grail. He understands Kurtz 
as Jim never understood Brown, He has his illumination 
through Kurtz, his personal double and link to primordial 
darkness.

When Marlow finally returns to England<, that is, to 
a conscious We 1tanschauung, he plays the role of the hero 
returning from Hades, for he brings with him, from Africa, 
the underworld, the wisdom he has acquired.

But Marlow finds that the knowledge he has gained

32ohami8sOj op. cit., p, 326.
^Conrad, %eart of Darkness,11 p. 151.
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sets.,him apart from tils fellow menj he now knows more than 
most people can bear. / He; finds, moreover, that his knoSrl- ■ 
edge must be kept especially from women, who, even more than ' 
men, must live•in blissful ignorance of the true nature of 
life and reality. Therefore, when Marlow meets Kurtz1s 
fiancee, he does not reveal the facts of Kurtz1s death to ,• 
herj he does not admit that she, the pale, faithful Chris
tian girl 1 , . . with a mature • capacity if or fidelity,, for 

' . ■ 34 " ■ ■ "
belief, for suffering, . . .1 !l was the mate only of Kurtz! s.
conscious self, while there coexisted in his nature a mate .■/ 
corresponding to his double, an African queen, "1. . . sav
age and superb, wild-eyed and magnificent . . .. .

Kurtz loves both women, and both women love' Kurtz j . 
but their visions of Kurtz are false, or at least incom
plete j. < one is ..infatuated with the conscious man and the 'it 
other with his double. Kurtz1s love for these two dia
metrically opposed types of women, on the other hand, .iit"i 
demonstrates that imeompatible elements can and do coexist 
in man's mind. Both women, Kurtz!s queen of heaven and his 
queen of hell, are thus symbols appealing to the opposite 
sides, of man1 s dual nature.

At the end of the story Marlow has. become a wise

34Ibid.,, p. 157c 
35Ibid., ppV135-36»
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man, a man to whom life has revealed its mysteries, who has 
assimilated so much of the unconscious that normal -exist- 
ehee has he come a mere empty sham to him. • ■ . .. -

.This knowledge makes him an outsider, unfit for 
normal relations with his fellow men. Now that he knows the 
savage: face of truth, London seems to him a sepul
chral city, . .1 r! and he resents the sight of its busy 
inhabitants, M1. v« . hurrying through the streets to filch . 
a little money from each other, to devour their infamous \. .. 
cookery, to gulp their unwholesome beer, to dream their 
.insignificant arid silly dreams „ . .. their faces full of 
stupid i m p o r t a n c e . ' . ■ ■ ■ ' '  ̂ : . h

Thus, while Jim.never learns the whole truth about 
life, never has a glimpse- of, the Abyss, -and cannot even 
bring back from Patusan what.little knowledge he has gained, 
Marlow returns with the wisdom of both, the personal and 
the collective uhopmseious. However, eVe.n though he has . 
learned■the truth about himself arid life, at the end of the 
story, he has not learned how to live„

36Ibid., pi 152.



CHAPTER IV

THE SECRET SH&BER

"The Seoret'Sharer" was puh11shed in 1912 in Conrad’s. 
1Twlxt Land and Sea and belongs to the same group of self- 
analytical works as Lord Jim and "Heart of Darkness,"

Like most' of Conrad1 s writings.., "The Secret Sharer" , 
can be considered as a realistic narrative, for it has an 
interesting and plausible surface story; however, this real
istic cover story deceives only the unwary0 .■ . » Conrad’s
theory of the novel is no other than the modern canon that 
every work.6S; art is symbolic," and true to this concept,
"The Secret, Sharer" is in actuality as pregnant with symbolic 
purpose as are. Lord Jim and Heart of Darkness."
. On the story level in this narration, the captain of

a ship, after recognizing his own hidden and undisclosed self 
in Legatt, who has killed a man and is now a refugee from
: - ■■■ : ; ■ r-xv ■ ■ .' ■  : : : '.orderly existence, acknowledges this secret soul with which 
he liveso The self-understanding he thus gains changes his 
life; it offers him a new vision of humanity and enables him 
to' cope successfully with his future problems

Since in, "The Secret Sharer" the main figure learns ■

-R.' ¥«, Stallman, "Conrad and ’The Secret Sharer, ’” in Stallman, op. cit o, p. 276, .
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to integrate.Mis oonselous with Mis unconscious life^ &'task . 
in which the heroes of Lord Jim and "Heart of Darkness" fail, 
Freudian critics have ela'imed that "The Secret Sharer” can be 
considered, a prime example of' therapeutic writing8 This ■ 
assertion may be well founded; the writing of ”The Secret 
Sharer” may indeed have .been, at least partly, a safety mech~, \ 
anism by which Conrad, after his shattering experiences in 
the Congo and his resulting nihilistic insight into life which 
he expresses in "Heart of Darkness,” preserved his mental bal
ance through the symbolical unification of various dissociated

* 2 " elements in his psyche s.
, Nevertheless, this interpretation of 11 The Secret 

Sharer" serves again to demonstrate the inadequacy of the 
Freudian analytic method when applied to problems of literary 
interpretation*; By focusing its attention on the author 
rather than the work of art, the Freudian approach apparently 
fails to, recognize that Conrad's personal plight has been uni
versalized and is presented in a psychologically valid frame- f. 
work o - ' 5 \

"The Secret Sharer” differs from Lord Jim and "Heart 
of Darkness largely in. that it introduces a new concept of 
;the unconscious* Thus far, the double has-been presented as ■ 
the purely negative, .side of-the, human psyche; but, in "The

2Ibid,» pp. 283-84.
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Secret Sharer'’ it becomes apparent that this dark half also 
contains a positive principle, that is, « „ a certain 
amount of illumination* This lighted portion may appear . „  
after the dark side has been recognized, admitted, and

O'accepted» At that point the guide figure will appear,-. , » 
as indeed'it does to the captain, the narrator of "The Secret 
Sharer," in therperson of Legatt, the::fugitive first mate of 
the Sephora.

The appearance of the guide figure (sometimes called 
reconciling symbol) In psychoanalysis usually heralds the 
dawn of new self-understanding, for it indicates that pre- 
viously repressed or unexpressed attitudes and functions found 
in the unconscious are rising to the level, of consciousness, 
where they can be integrated with conscious processes and thus 
utilized for psychological growth* :

In fact, a psychiatric patient with recurrent anxiety 
dreams in which he is persecuted by a hideous figure is. often . 
encouraged not to flee in the next dream, but to face this 
apparition which, thus confronted, often changes into some- 
thing less frightful.and sometimes even becomes friendly; it

■ •. / . ' : •- ■ " ■ \ ' ; , ■■ ■■" .. . h '' - ' :may then serve as a guide in the underworld«

^Glark, op. c i t p. 35-
^Ibida, p0 36. .Since Robert A® Clark is.a Harvard- trained psycniatrist who in 1942 became Director of the Mental/ 

Health Clinics at the Western Psychiatric Institute and Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at the University of Pittsburgh g School of Medicine, this method of psychotherapeutic treatment can be considered a valid instance of the practical application :of Jungian psychological theory in modern psychotherapy»



In 85The Secret Sharer,H the situation is very similar 
to that of such an anxiety dream and less problematical=
Legatt, the-guide figure emerging from the ocean— out of the
- - ' ■ ■ 5realms of the unconscious^— is, from, the beginning, a 
friendly version of the . double,, who comes aboard ship— the 
world, the conscious sphere— where the captain (unlike Jim 

•. and Harlow, each of whom had to meet his shadow in its own 
. sphere.— -the jungle, the unconscious) can deal with.him in the , 
light of rational understandihgo ■

The interpretation of ”The Secret Sharer11 in this vein 
most likely comes very near the meaning which .the author 
intended this story to have, as Conrad leaves no doubt that
Legatt is intended to be the personification of the Captain's

- 6 ' ■ • ■ ’ ■ ■ ■ ” - double, and as he repeatedly alludes to Legatt" s function;as-
one who brings illumination to the master of the ship*7

.' Like the primordial forest, the ocean is very frequently
used as a symbol of the unconscious, for 11 the unconscious covers 
so vast a territory, and has such unplumbed depths, that it 
rather naturally lends itself to verbal comparison with the sea, 
whose vastness harbors creatures more bizarre than those that can 
be dredged up from the sea of the unconsciouso" I b i d p., 27®
, ,■ ■ 5 . - ; , : ' " '. ' .: ■; \ . / ■ v
. ; Douglas Hewitt, nThe Secret Sharer,vl in Stallman, op.

clt., p, 290, points out that Legatt is referred to as the 
captain's double or “‘other self11 more than, twenty times in
the storyo . .

^Even near the beginning of "The Secret Sharer," in- 
Joseph Conrad, 1Twixt Land ahd Sea (New Yorks Doubleday, Page &
Company, 1924) , p, 97, when the ..captain discovers Legatt cling
ing to the ladder at the side of the ship, ”. „ . a faint flash 
dfi phosphorescent light, which seemed to issue suddenly from the 
naked body of a man, flickered in the sleeping -water» 0 „
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■ Bye'n though Legatt is admittedly guilty of killing a 

man on the Sephora  ̂he is never depioted as a dark, distorted> 
and threatening figure,. Therefore hd..;:is not, in the Jungian 
sense, an inhabitant pf the deep uneonsoious as are Brown in 
Lord Jim, Kurtz in '’Heart -of' Darkness,H Yiktorin in Die Elix- 
iere des Teufels, or Mr, Hyde in Dr, Jeky11 and Mr, Hyde,. 
but rather bears a resemblanee to Lord Jim himself in that he, 
■even though aeeused and a fugitive, is still an embodiment .of 
psychological traits most men could conceivably identify them
selves with; that is, he is clearly "one of us,"

' : Moreover, ; since "The Secret Sharer" ends in a resolu
tion, it can be considered the final, successful phase of 
Conrad1s exploration of the personal unconscious. Viewed in 
this manner. Lord Jim can be interpreted as a tentative and .v 
largely inconclusive exploration of the personal unconscious, 
"Heart of Darkness" as a confrontation of the horrors of the 
collective unconscious, and "The Secret Sharer" as Donrad's _ 
unification of the personal unconscious and the conscious, 
i, e,, of man and his double into a unit which is capable of 
' handling the demands' of the external world, - i

Initially, the captain in "The Secret Sharer" can be 
compared to Jim on the bridge of the Patna; but he is wiser
than Jim,--a man who has a realistic outlook on life and IS >:
not in danger of neglecting his duty because of romanticism. 
Neve rthe les s, his. mind is trouble d and. full of self -doubt.»



The youngest man aboard, with the exceptionof the second 
mate, the Gaptain has been in'charge of the ship less than 
two weeks and knows neither the ship nor its crew. He con
siders himself a stranger aboard and as yet untriedbut the 
time has come to command, to prove himself= Eike: Jim, he is 
desirous of being faithful to the conception of his own per
sonality as a marine, officer, but unlike Jim he knows that % 
he must first control his anxiety and overcome his fears.
Thus, when.Legatt appears to the captain, he emerges as a 
complement .from the unconscious of a typical Western man, the 
latter strictly conscious in orientation, highly trained in a 
profession, but tortured by his chronic self-doubt,
• ■ The illumination which the captain receives through
his mysterious bond and identification with Legatt is the 
realization that in his inner nature he has an unexpected 
.source of strength, for his double, as are all unconscious 
elements, is untrammeled by conscious doubts and moral eonsid™ 
erations 0 ' -

If Legatt resembled the conscious personality of the 
captain,he would be fearful and'desperate, for after all, he 
is a murderer who has just fled the Sephora; that.is, he has 
sacrificed his professional career. But Legatt does not con
sider himself a Criminal or a failure, ■ In his eyes., the 
killing has been accidental and, at any rate, definitely justi 
fiable, His flight, then, has been merely the logical result
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of his refusal to be tried for a murder by a court which 
could not and :would not do justice to his case„ Consequently, 
he took his life into his own hands, escaped, and swam out 
into the night„ After he discovered the lights of the cap- .
tain's ship,, he. headed toward them, simply because „ „ it •
' ■’ ; ' " " : . g' : ■ : " ' : ' ' - . . :was something to swim for.1'1 To be as determined,, self-con
fident and unyielding as Legatt is the captain's idealj thus 
this other self . becomes the psychological embodiment
of the reality, the destiny, the ideal.of selfhood which the 
captain must measure up to."^ ■ .

,.While on the surface, then, the self-questioning,
Hamlet-like, newly appointed captain and the confident Legatt 
are Doppelgaenger (as depicted by Hoffmann's Die Doppelgaenger), 
interchangeable alter-egos of.almost exactly the same age,' 
appearance, and background, they are also doubles in the sense 
that Legatt is the embodiment of the captain's latent■strength.

• . Western, man's unconscious existence must be hidden . 
not only,because it generally stands in contrast to. the morals- 
of his civilization, but also because it is indifferent or 
opposed to man's - conscious pursuits and desiresy . :i„ e i n  ; 
"The Secret Sharer," to the captain's professional ambition,

' A - ' .

. . . Conrad,■ "The . Secret Sharer,w p. 109« , :
%tallman, op. cit., p. 281.
in ■ ■C. G.. Jung, The Undis covered SeIf, trans. R. F. 0.

Hull (New. York: . The New American Library, 1959), PP®, 6,Q~6±0



Moreover^ whenever the unconscious protrudes into conscious 
waking activities, it causes disturbances„ The captain, there 
fore, 'finds it necessary to- conceal Eegatt in his cabin, where 
he converses with him only in privacy, especially at night»;
He never permits Legatt to come on deck; that is, he never 
shows him (dr the side of his personality which.legatt repre
sents) to the orew--his fellow men; he always'keeps him 
dressed in one of his sleeping suits, H„ * . the garb of the 
unconscious life»̂ V .  ; . ; ;

The necessity of having to conceal Legatt is a trying 
experience to the :captaina One cannot be at two places at 
onee," to be effective, a man must be able to concentrate his ' 
attention on his duty, especially if he is in a position of 
responsibility* Therefore, his divided consciousness nearly 
unfits the,captain for his job; he appears erratic, dreamy, 
or drunk to his ..c r e w H i s  dual consciousness finally causes 
him to be so restless that he cannot even eat in peace„ 
Presiding over the dinner table, one day, he observes to him-

.1 was constantly watching myself, my secret self, 
as dependent on my actions, as my own personality, 
sleeping in that bed, behind that door which faced.
' me as I sat at the head of the table. It was very 
much like being.mad, only it was worse because one - -

' • 'was..aware of It AS-; ' v - -; i - : I : ' ' :

^^Zabel,. Op„ pit«, p',' 30 c
*1'2Conrad,. ^The Secret- Sharer,.15 p» 114, '



Neurotic dissociation in. men. is of ten the result of u 
'the. need> 02? the needless attempt, to hide their doubles, 
their "secret sharers 0$' In psychotherapy, such dissociated 
patients must, above all, •"»»»: learn to differentiate be- . 
tween' ego a'nd . non-̂ ego, :. -\ a" before recovery is possible „
That is, such patients, so-called split personalities, must 
become aware of what the conscious ideals and the Instinctive, 
and collective elements of their ■personalities are; only :then 
can they consciously identify themselves with those'elements 
of their psyches through which they can relate themselves' . 
successfully to external demands and. become viable members of , 
their society

• . Similarly, the captain in "The Secret Sharer,11 In whom 
the feeling of 'duality: is pushed to- the point Where he is 
afraid "of losing his sanity, must identify himself with the 
conscious ideals of his selfhood before: he can regain his 
grasp on normality; that is, he must turn his back on all ■ ; 
unconscious' elements, that, personified by Legatt, have come 
from the ocean— the unconscious— before he can properly com
mand his ship-and crew* ' ..' ''u. . . ■: : . ; . ' ;

At certain points in the story, the strange inter
mixture of reality and •fiction in the captain1 s mind resembles 
the paranoid visions:- of' Medardus, in; Hoffmann! s Die Blixiere

Ce G. Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology,, . trans» F. C. #11 . (#w York : Pantheon Books, Inc I, 1953) ,
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des. TetifelSj and of Golyadkin., in Dostoevsky, s The Double „
Or, perhaps even more than in the case of either Medardus or
Golyadkin,. the captain's hlurring of clear consciousness and
perception is reminiscent of the despair of Dostoevsky1s hero
of his "Notes from the Underground," a typical split-person-
: alityy a man of overacute dual consciousness, who, severely.
torn by conflicting urges from both sides of his nature, de-?
cides that consciousness beyond the ordinary man's normal

' , ■ 1 ' ■ *1 awareness "» is an illness— a real out-and-out illness/*”■
The critical point of the captain's distraction, in

"The Secret Sharer," is .reached when'the steward, in the pro
cess of hanging up the captain's coat, opens the door to the 
bathroom, where Degatt is hiding in the bath, but does not 7 
see him hiding there» At that moment, the captain is prepared 
for the inevitable discovery of Legatt,. but when it does not 
come, he fears that he may already be insane t

Saved, I thought * But'.no t Lost I Gone I He
: was gone I „ 4 , an irresistible ..doubt, of his bodily ' b;. .

existence flitted through my mind» Can it be, I 
asked myself, that he is not visible_to other eyes 
than mine? It was like being haunted. ... .1 
think I had come creeping quietly as near insanity -i c
as any .man who, has not actually gone over the border. ^

However, the captain can save himself from this posi-- 
tion; he can escape, a course which was not possible for

' ' ■ ■: : ■.. 3.4 ' - : ■ 7 ■ ■ t : ■ vd ''7Fyodor M. Dostoevsky, "Notes from the Underground," 
.in Charles.Neider, Short Novels of the Masters (New York:Rinehart & Company, ig60), p. 127® —— — — — ——  ^

^̂ ■Conrad,. "The. Secret Sharer,", ppO :129“30.



/either Jim or Emrt% T h e  road of liberation from the' 
unconscious counterpart, which he chooses, is again explain*-, 
able- in terms of and; in accordance with psychoanalytic, theory.:

. Jung points out that a man can liberate his conscious . 
mind from the undesirable elements of his double if he ' 
realizes the presence of such elements in his nature but ,

; does . not permit them to become powerful motivating forcesv ., 
However, the unconscious must be acknowledged; complete repres
sion is uselesso When man attempts to deny the; existence of 
■.his double, he will find that this "dark brother", influences . 
his actions in devious ways and thus ", e » attacks him from 
the rearv” ...

Perhaps guided by necessity,, the captain finally 
resolves his anguish -when he hesitatingly agrees' to Legatt1 s 
proposal, that the latter be marooned on a scarcely populated 
1.island» . And consequently the captain takes his ship near'
Kbh-Hihg,. .one of the islands at the fringe of the Gulf of 
Siam *

By not •repressing his. double' .(which could have been

.^Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p» 72»
' : 17 ' - ' ' ' '■, ; It seems, worth noting that in this moment of crisis. 

it is Legatt, the double> who., acts decisively and is willing 
to take his' chances"Whoever was being driven distracted „ ,» 
comments the captain (Conrad, "The Secret Sharer,11 pp* 131-32,) 
h* «, „ it was not he.o., ,He was. s a n e . , my hesitation in ,, _
letting that man swim away from the ship1s side had been a mere 
sham sentiment, a sort of ■ cowardice „11 , . ■ . . •
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symbolically expressed.had the captain treated Legatt as a 
: criminal and either refused him permission to come aboard his 
ship or handed him back to the master of the Sephora), the 
captain benefits both himself and his double» Legatt not only 
finds sympathy and understanding^ but also is permitted to 
exist,at the fringe of human societyy the captain gains: self- 
knowledges born of his understanding of Legatt, and the courage 
to act - regardless of his doubts and despite the danger of doing 
wrongo In this sense5 the memory of Legatt, as the knowledge 
of his.own inner potentialities, remains with the captaine ;

The courage derived from his double is then displayed 
by the- captain’s taking Legatt as near to land as possible; 
that is, shaving the- coast so closely that, the ship is in 
actual danger of running aground„ He- feels that only if he 
can control his vessel and crew in a situation of actual dan* 
gar, has he proved himself worthy to be called the master of 
his ship,. Now infused with the courage inherent in his double, 
he takes this risk deliberately and consciously, realizing 
fully, even :stating, _n •; all my future, the only future for 
which I was fit, would perhaps go irretrievably to pieces in

tQ
any mishap to my first Command,n

At the .critical moment, after the order is finally ,; 
given to turn the ship, the floppy hat which the captain has 
impulsively put on the departing Legatt’s head, and which the

l8Ibid ,, p, 135«'
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latter apparently lost when gliding into the sea, aserves as 
a marker5 by the side of the ship/ , . , . white on the black' 
water3n whioh' is illuminated by a phosphorescent glow, against 
which the difficult maneuver of turning the .ship?can be • 
executed

Even this seemingly, trivial incident is of valid sym- . 
bolical meaning, for in dream analysis a hat is one of the 
symbols of the changing, personality Here# perhaps#, it ; .
signifies that its bearer# Legatt#. has again been turned over 
to the element— -the ocean---the unconscious—-from .which he 
has come# heralded by the phosphorescent flash which- marked 
his departure„

Fortunately# there is no - mishap# and the captain ; 
■emerges stronger# wiser# and more self-reliant than he was 
before „ By integrating his double with .his- conscious person
ality#-he has undergone what Jung calln.; the process of indi
viduation# which is described as being:
. . o » „ at once blessing and curse. One must

purchase it dearly— for it brings with it,isola
tion. "its first-consequence, is the conscious and -
unavoidable exclusion of the individual from the 

... herdV:' It means not only isolation# however# but .
at the same time fidelity to one’s own law., "Only
he who can deliberately say- ’Yes’ to the power - of 
destiny he finds within him becomes a personality#" 
and only he is capable of forming a true community.

^Ibido# ps l4ai 
20 ■. Co G. Jung# Psychology and.Alchemy# trans, R. F. C.

Hul l (New York : . Pant he oh Book's # Inc . # 1952 ) # pp . 4-7-48».,



or of finding his rightful place in a oollectiv- 
ity—-a community that is no mere mass, no sense- 
less conglomerate of individuals, but a vital 

■ ■ organism that leads-to a new life „ Realizing . . 
one's Belf is a moral decision, and this lends 
strength to the process of becoming one's 
selfo o *
; : At the end of "The Secret Sharer," the captain has

become human in the fullest sense» He has not only come to 
.know his secret.soul, but also has befriended it and is 
therefore no longer afraid, of it or in danger of being attacked 
by it„ He has granted.it permission to live, but -has deported 
it from his ship— from his consciousness, Only then is he a 
able to proceed peacefully, and to command his ship undis
turbedly. Only then can he feel that he is "„ » „ alone with 

■ her fhis shl]o|, » . , «" and that "Sothing I no one in the world 
should stand now between us, throwing a shadow in the way of 

. silent knowledge and mute affection, the perfect communion 
of a seaman with his first command*"^ ■

21■ Jacobi, op, cit,,_ p; 100« (internal quotes are 
extracted by Jacobi from Jung*s The integration of the 
Personality*) , v  ' . t

^^Oonrad, "The Secret Sharer,f p. 14-3«
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VICTORY

Victory, published in 1915/ van be considered a 
synthesis of the psychological' themes which have been dis
cussed in the chapters on.Lord Jim, nHeart of Darkness," and 
11 The' Beeret. Sharer.1’ . In Vic tory, as in "The Secret Sharer,” 
the characters are greatly simplified and do not represent. 
whole human beings with dual natures,.but. rather resemble the 
figures in a morality play, each representing one aspect of - 
experience, type of mind, or inner trait „ • •;

The plot of Victory is essentially the basic 'contest 
between the forces of good and evil, or life and death» Rife, 
with its positive values of love = and faith,, is represented by 
Lena;, death, with its negative ■ forces of hate: and scepticism; ' 
by the infernal.trio, Jones, Ricardo, and Redroe The contest 
centersrupon Heyst, ‘ the champion of detachment and non-involve
ment in life, the man in whose ears forever ring the last words j 
of his father, an expatriate .Swedish nobleman- and pessimistic .; 
philosopher, " 1 Look on— make no sound,'"2 and' to,whom all ■

Mr 0, Brad brook, Joseph Conrad; Poland? s English ■ 
Genius.(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1941), p o 62„

Joseph Conrad, Victory (lew York:. Random House, ' . .
n a d o ) , P  » 165 o ' ' ' . , . . : , . . . ' *. ...



'action and involvement - are merely hooks- baited with the illu- 
, sion of progress, n ‘I111. drift,111 Heyst has decided; "

' r V  - ' -  ̂ ■ ‘ Q  - -

"1« , , this shall be my defence against life»'" . .
However, fn Conrad8s writings life permits no such • 

independence9 Man is not free to stay aloof from all partici
pation and involvement„ It is life itself which calls.men 
to tests and struggles that will enlarge their understanding •.
and compel recognition of their own natures, "„ „ f.of reality,

- ’j' - - 2j “of error -or mistaken expectation of,defeat,"' In fact, to
.Conrad> man8 s conscious and moral existence does not even
begin until he rises to face the tests of life.and decides to
act * Thus, Axel Heyst, the intelligent, sensitive, andy oul- ./
turally refined European aristocrat, is a doomed man from the
beginning; he is not permitted to stagnate on his - shore oppo-
.site human existence in the attempt to live a strictly' con- • y
scions and rational life„

; At the beginning of Victory, Heyst8 s attitude toward. ''
hisVfellow men,' the world, and'life in general, is-strongly ■
reminiscent of.that of Marlow when he returns to London after ■
his harrowing experiences in the Congo in "Heart- of Darkness»"■
Heyst is thoroughly disillusioned with existence„ His' - '
Weltschmerz can perhaps be’ well, expressed by Hamlet8s outcry



of nihilistic despair:
1 - • 0, God! Sod* " ' . . • : . .

How .weary,' stale, flat, and unprofitable
- Seem to me all uses of this world!
Fie on*t, ah, .fie!' *Tis an unweeded garden.
That grows to seed, things rank and gross' in nature 
Possess: it merely0'5 - ,
In this position Heyst is attempting to commit treason 

against life itself, that is, against the instincts and 
impulses that motivate' all action. .. Against his conscious 
desire, fate then enmeshes Heyst in a web of problems and sit
uations, forcing him to recognize and accept certain irra- \ 
tional elements of his mature. The assimilation of these
aspects of his double offers him the possibility of achiev
ing a limited transcendence of his personal problems similar 
to that of,the captain in "The Secret Sharer."

It is impossible ever to solve the most important 
problems of life| these can only be outgrown. . Yet it is by 
coping with them that man can find the involvement which makes 
life bearable.and saves him from either moral decay or nihil- 1 
istic despair; "> » . it is finally the world that saves us-- 
the world of human necessity and duty. . .,!̂

. ^William Shakespeare, "Hamlet,n in Shakespeare: The 
Complete - Works, ed. B. ®. Harrison (New York; Harcourt,.
Brace .and..Company, 1959), p.- 889. . '
- ■' . 6. - . ■■■ ■. : ' : Hie hard-. Wilhelm and C. G. Jung, ■ The Secret of the 
Golden Flower,trams. Gary F. Baynes (New.York; Wehman Bros.,
.1955:),,3 .; 8 9 ; '. . ..

- 7  ■ ■ ■ - - . - "  ■ " .Zabel, op. cit., p.. 29. , 1
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The process of self-realization and integration of -' 
the double is necessitated by Heyst's ignorance of his own 
inner selfj as it was in Jim» His kindness, sensitivity, and — 
the awareness of his loneliness are the means by which his . 
inner nature betrays .his intellect when he carries off to' his - ■
island Lena, the '.forlorn English girl on whom he takes pity . v
when he finds, her in the midst of a humiliating existence, 
mistreated andoexploited by her managers and persecuted by■ 
Schomberg,. a disgusting Teutonic hotelkeepers :

In many ways, Lena 'is Heyst1 s double „ Intellectually 
and culturally she is vastly inferior to him. She is a child 
of the people, unselfconscious, illiterate, and downtroddenj 
but, like Legatt ;in "The Secret Sharer," she represents posi
tive involvement.and assertion. Through her, Heyst, the 
strictly, consciously aware and rational . « man of the last 
hour E»f evolution^ , , , ,1 as he: calls himself , becomes • 
aware of his unconscious existence; she arouses his emotions
so much that his psychological defenses begin to break down, /■
This, however, only increases his resentment against life,
,f® , that commonest of all snares, in which he felt himself.

■ l'' - ' Qcaught, seeing clearly the plot of plots. , , ,tr
.., Once the. conscious defenses of the human mind become 

weak or break down, elements from the unconscious.are free to

- Gonrad, Victory, p. 337. . i ■:
: ' Q - .  ... ' - ' . .'.. Ibid., p. 203o



protrude Into the - Sphere of consciousness* When that happeins 
the ego must somehow relate itself to 'them;;and sihoe uncon
scious oontents are usually .very powerful and often 
. antagonistic to conscious values and desires, ■they'':Wst''het;;..v:v
manipulated with - care if harmful encounters or repressions

10are to be avoided. But something must be done in relation- ’ 
to them; action is, unavoidable ? : "z 1 ■

.Similarly;' once Heyst has taken Lena, the symbol of 
life, with himito his island, he has invited the forces of 
death, as surely, as life and .'death are the ever-coupled mani- - 
festations of the duality within'the depths of the psyche.'
End fhorn" the sea--the'Symb01 of the.unconscious--the :gentle- 
manly :ir e Johes, 'theferal Ricardo, and the brute .Pedro come; 
to 'him; They have been sent by Schomberg, from whom Heyst has 
abducted'Lena, and who, using them as instruments of revenge, 
has deluded them; with;.lies,' of hidden' treasures on the island 

'Upon the arrival of these malignant representatives- 
of the world's darkness--, Heyst is confronted by aspects of .' 
reality which he has always merely observed but has otherwise,, 
tried to ignore, As a result, his island becomes ■ a ■modern .• 
equivalent of the ancient and medieval temenos, the magic 
circle, or taboo area into which men withdrew to meet the V 
unconscious. In the temenos, which also symbolizes the "

- IQ ’ - ' ■' , ■ <. Freud, op. cite, p, 107» ;:' .
- ^^Jung, 'Psychology and Alchemy,, p. 53» .'



womb, highly'differentiated, men have, rejuvenated themselves 
by ritually linking their conscious minds to their uncon
scious natures, thus re-establishing their connection with
' : ’ ' ' ' " ' 12 " " • - • ' ' ;' V the sources of life 6

In this sense, Heyst is n0 h, „ objectifying under a 
compulsion which psychologists accept as a therapeutic neces
sity o 0 o saving himself from the madness or violence that 
afflict men when they refuse to face such recognitions,'!^

Self-knowledge is much more than the knowledge -of the 
conscious personality; it,includes the knowledge.of psychic 
facts, not accessible to the intellect, which can be experi
enced - only through projection, self-analysis, or initiating 
life.,.experienoes. Yet th^ be .experienced before pro
gress in self-realization can be. made, an experience which'is 
not possible so. long as the collective unconscious and
the- individual psyche are, coupled together without .'being 
differentiated,"̂  , -

A man, who., like Macbeth, could see life as
v. ; : - '"' o’, a :> a tale - :

. Told by•an idiot, full of sound and fury.
Signifying n o t h i n g , .

Ibid a , Pa 80 a t
■'■fzabel, op a cit., pp. 28-29/: .

■ : ■ - . ' ' 14 - ' ' : ' : ' ' : ' . ' '' ' ' -- '' - -Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p6 96.
Shakespeare, "Macbeth," in Shakespeare: The Complete Works, on a l(%ito., p. 1216»



is spiritually dead in. the Jungian sense, To.him all exist
ence is a-theoretical experience; he does not feel involved . 
and does not take part; f!, = >' only the. unified person can
experience iife5 not, that personality which is split up into

' ' 16 ' ; ■ '••. ' 1 ' ■ .partial aspects« e e , -
Thus, hy discovering or objectifying in the world

outside him both the constructive and destructive forces
within his own unconscious psyche, Heyst makes impossible for
himself the detachment from.life which he has: attempted to
practice and has made necessary for himself a choice between :
these.; two doubles .and so between good and evil „ (This is not '
to say that they are subjective in origin, but that they have
subjective value =) . . :

' f Heyst^s confrontation with.psychological reality, then
begins with Lena, in whom he sees his anima, his 11 e 8 « inher-

' - ' ' . ; 17 ' 'ited. collective image of woman, 0 » e the elements of the
opposite sex present in his own psyche which can be experi- .
enced in no other way than through seeing them personified in
another person. In this sense Lena represents even more
psychic content to Heyst than Legatt did to the captain in .
“The Secret Sharer/1 ■.d ' : "

Ean*s .selection of a love object is not usually a
logical process, for he. often is -irresistibly attracted to

1ft ' '' . : . • ■Jung, 'Psychology and Alchemy, p„ 79<,
^^Jung, TWo Essays on Analytical Psychology, p„ 188,
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the woman" who best corresponds to the particular character of
his own unconscious, femininity» l,0n@ chooses another^ one
bind's one1 s self to another, who represents the qualities of , 
one's own soul, . * even though the partner a man thus- 
selects " 0 , » can often be his own worst weakness«, . 0 .
• -Lena is a typical personification of the Ewlg Ifeibli-
che». She, 'lacks interest in. anything not tangible or directly 
related to herself and Heyst., . She has no logically motivated 
reasoning and.is so instinct-directed that she does hot know, 
or cire, where ..she is „ Having found herself valued, for the 
first time, as a human being rather than as an entertainer or : 
a sexual object, her life centers exclusively on the man who; 
brings;this higher valuation into her existence„ Heyst repre
sents her better.self, 1 He is different, kind, and infinitely 
superior to all men she. has met,„ Thus, she lives a life of at 
single devotion; she exists in his.awareness of her only, as • 
is shown by her ,words, "1 «, > if you were to stop thinking 
of me, I shouldn't be in this world at all,'"^^

, The problems of inter-relationship between the mascu
line mihd of Heyst and the..feminine soul .of Lena approximate f. 
the .struggle,, so often found in, .the .dual •nature of fully devel
oped man, a tension so aptly verbalized by Goethe in Faust!s 
despairing words: ■. ■ ; >

t^Jacpbi, QPo cit., bp/ 105-10:?,; ,,

. ̂ ^Conrad ,■ Victory, p « 177»



Zwei Seelen, wfohnertj aehj in meiner Brusty 
die eine will sich von der andern trennen; 
die eine haelt in derber Liebeslust .
Sich an die Welt mit klaminernden Organenj. 
die aiadre iiebt ge waits am sjch ̂vom' J)ust ' 
zu den Gefielden hoher A.hne:raâ O '
The purpose which Lena serves in Victory can also ire

derived from her name« "Lena" is Heyst's combination of her 
original first names/ Alma and Magdalen„ Alma connotes Mater; 
therefore, one aspect of Lena's role is to act as Heyst’s fos
ter mother at whose bosom he ;discovers his human commitments * 
Magdalen, of course,,is the repentant Biblical sinner on whom 
Jesus took pity. And it has been the corresponding quality 
of humility and wretchedness which has aroused Heyst's fatal 
sympathy for Lena. Heyst is first response to her (other.1 
than:the previously mentioned resentment, which he never com-' 
pletely overcomes), since she • is the" carrier, or objectifiea-'
tlon, of his hidden inner life, is his awareness that, she is
capable of giving him . . . a greater sense of his own real
ity than he had ever khown." He; feels increasingly'more 
aware of, and involved in, life. But with' the, arrival of 
Jones & Go«, much more " life" forces itself upon him than he is

go ’ "Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, in R, M» 8. Heffner, 
Helmut Rehder, and W. F. Twaddbl,;eds.. Goethe!s Faust, Part I 
.(Boston: D. Of Heath and. Gompany, 1954), p. 200. „ ■ ';' :

' v. /Tai- 'V' ■ - ^  r-/^ -Lora S. Levy, Joseph Conrad;s Artistic Treatment of■ 
Women: ' An. Analysis (unpublished ■ Master Vs dissertation, ..
Library, University of Arizona, 1954), p. 66.

Conrad,. Victory, p.: 189.. ■ ; ; v ;



constitutionally capable of handling'. In this crisis the 
initiative for.action switches from Heyst to Lena^ the posi
tive ̂ life-asserting force of his double „ '

In its own way5 the trio is an impressive instrument 
of evil and destructionj it is an embodiment in anperfeet 
combination of all that is evil and vile in the world. To 
the ever-susplcious Heysts Mr. Jones5 Eicardo5 and Pedro are 
typical . envoys of the outer world « evil intelli
gence, instinctive savagery, arm in arm-. -The brute force at 
its back.',23 % / ; ;

-Mr. Jones', the' leader, like Brown in Lord Jim, ■ is a' 1 
modern Mephistopheles, a man of universal disbelief. While 
Lena represents the positive.aspects of Heyst1s double (as 
Legatt, in the main, represents positive aspects of the cap
tain1 s inner nature in: The Secret Sharer"), Jones embodies ■
the negative side of Heyst1s double. While on the surface
both are; gentlemen, Jones is devoid of the redeeming quality 
of compassion and the. sense of - personal honor .and dignity - 
that characterize Heyst. Both.see life as men apart, but 
Jones is not wholesome. Physically sick/ homosexual, and. 
perverted by emaciated and unfulfilled',deslreb for strength^ . 
he is a caricature of a man; he has np history' and is committed
to no one and nothing. "Each in his way expects a■certain
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given world^ ±n Jones1 case to permit;him to operate as a 
confidence man, in Heyst to allow him detachment without danr 
. ger of interference, „ „ „ Both view the world as a shabby 
affair which is. best left alone, on' its'own terms/' . •

In their relationship with eaeh other it is again the 
double« Mr. Jones, who takes .the ' Initiative when he 'tries to ... 
reason. Heyst into sharing his supposed wealth, and who recog
nizes their 1 affinity, of which Heyst remains unaware „ ”1It1s
obvious that we belong to the same— social sphere, . „.E11 , 
comments Jonesj but then he contrasts .their respective posi
tions t ■ "1You are a man of the world0 „ . » I am the world - 
itself, come to pay you a visit„ * >

Ricardo, who resembles.Smerdyakov, in Dostoevsky1s 
The Brothers Karamazov, • in so far as he is a willing, instru- 
m'ent of evil intelligence, is an inferior type in every 
respect except, perhaps, ferociousness and CunningHis sole . 
propellant force is murderous instinct. "To him life, was not -
a matter of passive renunciation, but of a particularly active.

25 - -. . 'warfare o'1 ’ Not being an independent thinker, Ricardo thrives -
in the shadow of power; ravishing, and killing are the only
satisfactory releases for his savage soul,

24 ' ' " r  ;Frederick R. Karl, A. Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad 
(New York: , The Noonday. Press, 1900), pp.. 25^-59« , ______

^Conrad, Victory, pp. 354-55« ■
' 26Ibid, p% 244. ' ;



Lena and Ricardo are products of the .same, social . ' 
atmosphere, which the latter quickly recognizes and tries .to , 
use in winning her over to his side . "' You and I. are made to
understand each other, . . . * ” he tries-, to reason with Lena , 
."'Born alike, bred alike, .1 guess „ You are-hot • tame." ; "Same . 
here!. You have been chucked out into this rotten world of 
'1 ypocrits „ Same Here!'

Lena, however, does., not identify herself with Rieahdoj 
she. recognizes in-him a vileness which is not within her'; she ’ 
defies .him,. for he represents a way of life which she has - ; v. 
left behind, which, she has exchanged for Heyst’s better ■ ■
worldi She knows that in spite of his impassivity, Heyst and 
all he represents have to survive if life is to have and keep 
a higher meaning .for her. She knows that without Heyst .she • 
would be a prey for the likes of Ricardo all her life« That 
is why> when:Ricardo assaults her, she defends herself, fierce
ly and determinedly " » without a moment of . fa.lteripg.̂
'■ '' . ' ' , '■ ■ ' ■' ■' ■ . '", ■ - 06'she is " » . 0 », no. longer deprived of moral s u p p o r t w

The last member of the trio— hairy, dumb,,gorilia-like 
Pedro— represents pure brute force at the disposal of nihil
istic-, amoral intellect and of overactive criminal passion.,. : 
He is " o o , simply a beast , '. ■ .

' 27Ibid,, p̂  2771 •
^^ibidt, p,. 273.- \ ; ;'v ; t;; : ' ' '

:: ^Stallman, OP, cit«, p, 152. btu..y V'i ■ / V



• ' All the while. It should be kept in mind ■ that in this
interpretation;of Victory, the conflict between Lena and the 
hellish .trio is"'not seen asia physical actuality only,, hut 
primarily as a symbolic encounter between the, positive forces 
of the unconscious, represented by Lena and the side, of Heyst 
which she has: awakened and-nourished, and the negative aspects 
of the unconscious, personified by Jones, Ricardo, and Pedroi 
The actual, fight takes place within a magic:circle, a 
temenos;, Heyst' s islandThis conflict aims' at creating : . ■ . 
self-awareness and recognition of psychological actualities ■ 
underlying life on the part of Heyst, the symbol of the 
detached human, intellect, in order to change.him to' an indi
viduate d mah, a man who functions not as a partial system but 
as a psychological totality, --

To unite the conscious mind of man with his uncon- ■ • 
sclous nature has been the, aim of 'much so-called white magic, 
of yoga, and of many mystical and occult teachings of. modern - 
semi-occult, fraternities: Such as the Ros.iorucians or Free-/
masonsj it is also, to varying degrees, sought by modern ; ,

/ • ' : ' " . 30 ' • ' ■ ' ■ ■ : psychotherapy and psychoanalysis.
Like :Lord Jim and the' captain in MThe Secret-.Sharer,H

Heyst cannot function properly/- in/:real life until this union .
is achieved. While .remaining.inactive, despite the pressing

. , ~̂ )Jnng, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, ' 
pp. . 229-30. ■ ' . / ; - „ - '
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need for action, as Hamlet does at the critical moment and-■. •
perhaps for the same reasons.Heyst is displaying suicidal 
tendencies commonly attributed to' loss of instinctual attach
ment „ Yet Heyst isnnot described as having lost touch with 
his inner nature completely| there ’are- moments when, for the 
sake of defending: Lena,1 almost forgotten instincts whisper to 
him of cutting the trio's throats, but he is not Sufficiently 
identified' with his inner riature to be motivated to action 
by them; in fact, he does not even accept them as part of him
self- and-v:pathetically .complains, -M11 don't think. Something v, 
in me thinks— something foreign to ,my nature.' "31 ' ;

Under present conditions, the so-called good man can
not survive if he lacks moral courage, Since Heyst cannot 
rise or descend to the occasion of actual mortal conflict and, 
appears incapable of perceiving existence on any terms except 
those of the humanistic tradition he represents, Conrad seems 
to imply that the modern, purely contemplative mind "of the 
last hour" is poorly equipped for coping with the world of ' \ 
actuality o ' - - , ’ ' '■ '

On the other hand, the pure personification of evil 
is equally incapable of living successfully in this, world,- 
which is neither good nor evil enough to provide a suitable 
medium for the undisturbed existence of moral, extremes.

•^Conrad, Victory, p» 329=



External reality, like the psyche of man3 contains many 
opposed elements. Good and evil, consciousness and uncon- 
sciousnesslight and darkness exist Side by side and in each 
otherj, which is so expertly expressed by the ‘racist's Yin-:- 
Yang s y m b o l - To live successfully3 man must learn to fuse 
both componentso This3 of course3 is what Hindividuation" in

>- . • - oq ■ ' : ' ... " ■the Jungian sense really means and seeks.,
As it is man1s.older5 primitive, inner nature which 

gives him strength to act decisively when necessary, so it :. 
is, in Victory, Heyst1 s double, Lena, firmly rooted, in her 
instincts, who has the1 courage of Legatt, in. 11 The Secret 
Sharer,"' and unhesitatingly riskshher life for s6mething in 
which she believes and which she considers a necessity. She 
gives her life in the•process, but not before first meeting 
the challenge of.combat and besting all men in the story, 
proving the superiority of love and life over Heyst*s philo- 
sophical withdrawal. After being hit by Jonesr bullet, 
clutching the knife which Ricardo has given her, Lena, dies 
courageously, believing that, for the first.time, she is - 
truly.loved, Heyst, on the other hand, is not so fortunate 
as to find, tranquillity at any time j. even while Lena is dying 
with- a victorious smile on her lips, -he remains miserable and 
torn and can only", , , bend low over her, cursing his

^^Eung"Yu-Lan, op, pit., p, 195,
^Juhg, Two Assays on Analytical Psychology, p, 171,



fastidious soul* which even at that- moment/kopt - the ;true cû v '. . . 
of love from his lips in his infernal mistrust of all life.

Thus forced to recognize the.inadequacy of his "personal 
philosophy 5 'Heyst declares to Captain David son who arrives . 
after the death of Lena, his absolute and complete philosophi
cal bankruptcy in his last words to any living soul, before 
he burns: himself ahd the body of Lena in. his bungalow „ " * Ah,
Davidson,,woe.to the'man whose heart has not learned, while' .
. : v - • - . - ■ ’ : : ■ ' oc Vyoung, to hope, to. love--and to putlytrust into life I! In ;
effect, then, "Heyst agrees with, the advice Stein gives, in . ■
Lord Jim, as the only answer to the question of "how to be"t
**; Vw a: .: to the .destructlye element, submit yourself , ,■ .and ■;
make the .deep, deep sea1 keep' you upf1’ ’n the advice which •
Legatt follows in l:tThe Secret Sharer»" /

: ’ The pathetic ending of IFlCtory can,be compared to the
conclusion of the first part of Goethe's Faust, in which Faust .
himself, at first the diligent student of 'Mephl'stopheles and ,
a detached observer of life.,. is finally forced, through the '
death of a selfless and trusting woman,. Margaret, to recognize
the inadequacy of: M s  personal philosophy; for Margaret, and
Lena, respectively,are, in one sense, sacrificed to bring a
deeper understanding to Faust and Heyst i f .
. , ■ Jones, evil, intelligence personified, can be viewed

^^Conrad, Victory, p„ 380, 
35Ibid., pv 383= . '
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in this•drama as the agent, closely akin to Mephistophelean : 
who brings the calamity about; who, even though he identi
fies himself as .

• . * ■» der deist de'r stets vernelntl «
Und. das mit Reeht; denn alles, was entsteht, 
ist wert, dass es zugrunde geht%

nevertheless, as
, Bin Tell von jener Eraft ' og,

die stets das Boese. will und. stets das Gute soha'fft#
produces a positive result through goading Heyst to a higher 
degree of consciousness„

Generally, Victory is interpreted by critics simply 
as the triumph of love and life over death and philosophical 
withdrawal; the analysis offered in the foregoing pages, 
however,- suggests that the meaning is both more inclusive and. : 
more profound„ . ; ; ■

In its natural state " „ .. . the human psyche consists 
•in a certain jostling together of ■ itscomponents, and... in the 
.contradlctoriness of their behaviour— that is, in a certain ■ 
dissociation. Such a condition cries out for synthesis

■ Victory is seen, by this writer, as the artistic pre
sentation of an attempt to attain such a synthesis, as the 
struggle of a conscious mind to maintain its integrity 
against the. intruding contents of the unconscious; as. the : ■

-— 1 ""36.Goethe, op, cit^, p, 207, .
^^Jung, The Undiscovered Self, pa 73». •.. . z-;
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resentful, half-hearted, and largely futile endeavor of Heyst 
to adjust the; personifications of unconscious elements to a 
harmony within himself. . _ ■ ■'

Heyst, like Lord Jim, .does not completely achieve the .:
wisdom of Harlow in "Heart of Darkness," namely, the conscious.
recognition that the darkness which he sees in other men, and.
in life in general,actually also exists in his own psyche.
Nor does he clearly realize, before it is too late (as does 
the captain in "fhe .Secret Sharer".), . that, this darkness is : 
not all evil but contains elements which are both beneficial 
and .necessary for; living successfully; in the. world .■ .

When Heyst finds a suitable person, Lena, by whom his 
deeply repressed contrasexual counterpart, his anima, can be : 
represented in the objective world, he acts as if his need to 
have an embodiment of his "inner Eve" had temporarily over
ruled his rational faculties. By living with Lena, Heyst is 
confronted by a larger section of his unconscious psyche than 
.was the captain in "The Secret Sharer," for Lena combines in 
herself the qualities of unconscious courage and determination 
which characterize Legatt plus the principles of the Ewig 
Weibliche, as mentioned earlier' in this chapter.

The interaction with Lena, and -especially the ensuing ■ 
conflict .between her and the Jones gang, forces Heyst to come. 
to terms with aspects of his inner psyche of which he was not . 
formerly aware or which he ignored* .. .......



• The struggle of Lena against Jones any his companions, 
then, is interpreted.here as the conflict between opposing 
elements' within Heyst1 s psyche, in which his ootisoioms mind " 
seems to be forced to take a stand, a conflict which leaves ; 
Heyst no choice but to side with Lena in her determined .:V
struggle or to deliver himself into the hands of personified' 
evil. : • . . V

In his reluctant way, Heyst never wavers in his sid-. 
ing with Lena. However-futile his attempts of active ' .y --v y v  - y,-':-;'''y'. ; y y- / : - y - ,
participation-may be, the fact that he remains, at the side ■
of Lena to the last, as well as his voluntary,.symbolically 
purifying, death by fire at the end of the novel, can be 
seen as. .representing Gonrad1 seconviction that, taking the 
world in its ethical dichotomy, the. mature conscious man—  \ 
mind— -has no choice but to side with the forces of life, love, 
and assertion of life which he finds within his psyche«,

It seems, moreover, to this writer, that, like 'Victory,' 
the other of Conrad1s writings here examined— Lord Jim,
"Heart of .Darkness," and "The Secret Sharer1!--are portraits of : . 
psychological processes and confrontations which most men must 
face or experience in one way or another, and which - lead to 
varying degrees of self-realization. > . • '

All men, whether they realize it or not, are embarked. 
on the path of individuation^ some stumble only a few unsure 
steps and remain notoriously unconscious j. others go, or are
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forced to go,, far along the way toward self-realization,
11» » «, which leads through all the distresses of .a psyche 
that has . lost its equilibrium . » through layer upon layer ,
£pf'the unoonscidu^ to that centre which is the source and 
ultimate ground of•our psychic existence— to the inner core, 
the Self,"38 : ' ; ■ . , ■ :

- By thus integrating his double with his conscious 
personality, man becomes conscious in a larger sense and is 
11 o » « no longer imprisoned in the petty, over-sensitive, 
personal world'of the ego but participates.freely in the 
wider world of objective interests,"^

The fact that Heyst does not achieve the degree of 
integration which is attained by the captain in "The Secret 
Sharer"1 is by no means inconsistent With psychoanalytic theory 
for, according, to Jung, the attainment of complete integration 
of all unconscious elements, the absolute absorption.of the 
double, the attainment of.perfect self-realization is an
archetypal ideal.which motivates and directs man, but which

' ' - ' ' ' ■ . ;/ ; ; ; ■ - . ' ... . Vcan never be attained, r,/ ;
' Each person, so it seems, is in part a Jim or a Heyst 

and must struggle with the unknown, the unreckoned-with, 
whether it confronts him from without,or from within as an -

38Jacobi, op* citt, p. 101»
3^Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, 176.

' ^ibid„,.'p, 175. ' ' . ... '. v " ;.v .
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element -of his double o •

Even though most men may not be inclined., dr 'forced, 
tOi-.confront the absolute moral darkness inherent in the 
depth'of-their psyches as well as In nature, as does Marlow 
in "Heart of Darkness," they still must, if they want to be 
considered responsible adults, in their own way come to 
terms with their doubles and identify themselves with the 
positive. qualities inherent in-the unconscious,' as do the 
captain in ”The Secret Sharer" and Heyst«



CONCLUSION

In accordance with‘ current psychoanalytical theory, ; , 
doubles, which appear often as symbols or themes. In world 
literature, have been considered. In. this thesis, as. . 
almost Invariably projected personifications of unconscious 
parts of the human psyche. -

. Whether doubles are encountered as familiar shapes 
from the upper stratum of the psyche—-the personal uncon
scious— or whether they appear as unfamiliar, threatening : 
figures from the deep, transpersonal part of the psyche— the 
collective unconscious— seems to. depend largely on the - 
degree of.insight a given individual has achieved into his 
inner life. 1: 'v'

Ih' their most rudimentary, obscure form, generally .as 
perceived by primitive, unsophisticated persons, doubles are 
often projected upon, or seen in, shadow-silhouettes, as has 
been pointed out by Frazer, in The Golden Bough, or by , . ■ „
Chamlsso, in "Peter SchlemiehlS 'Wundersame Ueschiohte.«" . . " 

More clearly defined objectifications of the personal 
unconscious are depicted in, for instance, E. T. A. Hoffmann's ' 
Die Doppelgaenger, in which two doubles appear as externally 

.. identical characters ..who together form a unit but individually
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appear as halves* each mutually dependent on his alter ego. 
Another pair Of typical Doppelgaenger is described in Dos
toevsky’ s The Double; however* here the alter-ego,serves a ■ 
different purpose in that it is used as a figure upon which 
otherwise unrecognizable contents of a paranoid mind can beg 
projected. . ■

Doubles need not necessarily be projected upon other 
persons; they can also be seen as hallucinations*'cast into 
space* so to say. An. example o'f such a hallucinatory double 
is presented in Hans.Ewer’s play*- Per Student von Dragj:' 
another example of it can be found in .Dostoevsky*s The 
Brothers Karamazov.

This study has undertaken to examine the manner in. 
which the Doppelgaenger , 'figure his been used in the f iction 
of Joseph Conrad* and to suggest ways in which comprehension 
of this figure can contribute to a deepened understanding of 
the stories in which it occurs. ' -

In Conrad* doubles are never portrayed as generalized 
and.vague as in Chamissd* s "Petek:BohlemiehlS lundersame 
•Ceschichte," as harmless and clearly recognizable as in 
Hoffmann’s Die Doppelgaenger* or as unsubstantial as in Ewer’ 
Per Student von Frag*, but are usually relatively well defined 
potentially or outright, dangerous* often initially obscure* 
objectifications of a given hero’s .psychic contents (from



'either his personal or his collective unconscioms) which 
serve to enhance his self-realization..

■ In this sense Conrad1 s hovel. Lord, Jim, can he' uhder- 
• stood as an exploration of the' personal unconscious, in which 
the main ■character, Jim, inadvertently realizes, that, first . ; 
of all, there is an unconscious sphere to his psyche; which . 
harbors elements that stand in opposition to his conscious 
self-concept, and behavior pattern and, thereafter, that such 
unconscious contents must and. can be controlled, after they 
have been clearly recognized, by a conscious effort to be ' 
their opposite. , ; ~ '

There is, however, another aspect to Lord ;Jim, ‘namely 
the introduction of the moral darkness of the deepest uncon
scious, which appears, during the latter part, of the novel, ■' 
personified by Brown. The nature of the coldblooded, 
murderous ferocity inherent in Brown, reminiscent of the evil ' 
in another embodiment of the seemingly causeless destructive^: 
ness inherent.in the collective unconscious— namely,, Mr. Hyde, 
in Stevenson's "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"— us further.explored 
by Conrad in his "Heart. of .DarknessV1 '

In "Heart of Darkness," on the surface the description 
of a journey to central Af rica, ’ Conrad . seems to. penetrate to 
the deepest stratum of the unconscious part of the psyche. f' 
Here, Mr .Kurts > who serves at once as an. objective literary 
character and the personification'of amoral, subjective' -



reality,, has 'become identif ied with his . savage , surroundings,■ 
but, only because a powerful part of -his' pSyche, unknown'to.̂ ;̂, ' 
his conscious mind, corresponds; in nature to the monstrous^ 
primordial world into which he has been transplanted.. 
Separately and dichotomized from his 'instinctive existence, 
however, his .idealistic, moralistic . Western consciousness 
continues its futile, frenzied struggle for survival„

■ Kurtz, thus, can be seen as an idealistic mind, a 
superego overpowered by its deep, collective double. .Marlow,: 
the. sympathetic '.observer- of Kurtz and: narrator of "Heart of 
Darkness," can be considered as the dgo which : Shudders. at -'the 
spectacle of Kurtz, in whom he perceives the personification . 
of his savage soul— of contents- from the deep unconscious—  
a figure reminiscent.of the maniacal irikforin in Hoffmann's 
Die Elixiere des Teufels, whose detached mind, acting in the 
-role: of the. superego, comparable to the double in .Poe' s' 
"William'Wilson," keeps reprimanding him for his notorious 
immorality„ : \ f̂ : .y.-'t; ;Jyy.- y.-y,. '

. - Obviously,, man .cannot live successfully., under . , . -
ordinary circumstances, as long as he dwells upon"the evil 
in his nature or fretsviri -nihilistic despair. •

It seems that Gonrad-realized this and, after the 
exploration of the. personal and collective unconscious in . 
Lord Jim and. "Heart of Darkness," presented a f ictional but 
psychologically valid solution to the question of "how to



live" in "The Secret Sharer," where the inexperienced, self- 
doubting captain of a ship— who can be interpreted as man 
. confronted by the difficulties of life— finds strength and 
self-confidence through the recognition of, and ihterrelation- 
ship ’ with Legatt™--his double , . - ■ ; - : f

The double in "The Secret Sharer" is, as usual, por- 
trayed as a renegade, a fugitive, a murderer. But in this 
story this personification of the inner self is presented in 

. a more sympathetic light. In "The Secret Sharer" it is 
admitted that a personification of the unconscious can con
tain not only potential or open' criminality but also the. . 
qualities of courage, self-assurance, and determination which, 
in an alliance similar to that of Gilgamesh and Enkidu des
cribed in Heidel’s The Gilgamesh Epic and Old Testament

n - ■ • ■Parallels, can be of benefit to the captain— the conscious
personality. ■ -

’ However, the double is, after all, a personification'
of contents which properly.belong to a former stage of evo
lution of the psyche, and which are no longer fully
acceptable in civilized society. The double must therefore 
not be shown overtly, even though a recognition and occasional 
utilization of it'’seems a ,necessity to psychic wholeness and 
well-beings The inner selfthen, must not be repressed but 
subordinated to the conscious mind. 'It must, to some extent, 
be integrated with the conscious personality, as Legatt is



subject to the captain in "The Secret Sharer;" it must not be 
permitted to play independently a dominant role. ; v:‘v'

The psychological themes and perceptions of Lord Jim, 
"Heart of Darkness," and"The Secret Sharer" appear combined 
into one unified whole in Conrad's last and perhaps greatest 
symbolic novel. Victory. Here, Heyst~~the detached human con- 
Sciousness-~is, similar to Jim of Lord Jim, inadvertently 
tricked into a confrontation of the contents of his own , 
unconscious psyche of which he was initially as unaware as 
Jim, or Marlow before he ventures to-Africa in "Heart of. 
Darkness." . ’ . v, , ... : :■ ■■ ' . \

Lena, in Victory, is at ohce the Legatt-like posl̂ - 
tive side of Heyst1s double and his anima, the feminine 
aspect of his soul which "triggers" the breach of his con
scious defense mechanisms. After Heyst's mental defenses ■ 
are down, all sorts of unconscious elements are free to pro
trude into the realm of his mind. These appear in the form 
of Mr. Jones, who is as evil as Brown in Lord Jim, but 
• coolly intellectual about his vileness and therewith• 
reminiscent of .Mephistopheles in Goethe1s.Faust. , Hicardo and 
Pedro symbolize evil on.a lower, less intellectual scale, but 
all characters together represent the totality of the compli
cated double of Heyst, the contents of his unconscious 
with which he is confronted on his island— his temenos— con- 
tents which war with one another, and which his observing mind



must integrate if he is not to perish.
. Heyst does not succeed j - but even this fact can be 

interpreted as representing psychic reality,' or as evidence 
■ of Conrad!s astonishing insight.into the conflicts of the '
: human mind, f or in actuality, the integration of psychic con™ /; 
tents, which is a continual process in all mens1 lives whether 
they are aware of it or not, the expansion of consciousness 
toward the ideal self— the fully conscious and fully self- 
conscious man— is, according to Jung, an unattainable ideal.
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